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PI1 111, IS I lER'S PREFACE 

I hk Editor of this Book is Sadlm Arimachala (Major A. 

W. Chadwick, o.b.e.). Mis letter dated i-'ili September, 1960 

and his I" ore word explain the circumstances under which this 

book was written twenty years ago, in 1940, when the author, 

Swami Prabudhananda was residing in the Asram of Bhaga- 

l)an Raman Maharshi and also why this book could not then 

be published. The devotees of Mother arc indeed grateful 

to Sadhu Arimachala and to late Swami Prabudhananda 

for enabling them to understand Her Teachings. 

Swami Prabudhananda (S. K. Ghosh, m.a., b.l.) had been 

my College friend at the Presidency College, Calcutta, in 

1913. Since then we did not meet till 19130. He began 

as a lawyer, later entered business and visited London, 

other places in Europe, Hongkong, etc. In January 19130, 

I met him accidentally in Calcutta and on 18-1-30 1 went 

to him for business. In answer to his queries, I told 

him at first that Mother was ill, living near bis house and l 

often came to see Her. I also said that She was not my own 

mother but my Guruma, and that I had received Her Grace 

since 1913, i.c. the year after Her Self realisation and She was 

my Guide and Protector in all matters. His mind was at 

that time much disturbed owing to serious illness of his 

younger brother. He was eager to meet Mother and came 

with me to Her house. He was introduced to Mother as a 

friend. He talked with Mother and from that time on he 

frequently came to Her and even accompanied Her to 

Deoghar and other places as an attendant. Eventually be 

took the garb and the name Prabudhananda on bis own 

initiative, and was the principal attendant of Mol her till She 

passed away. This lias been described in his Memoir in 

the book. 

Ip In our younger days we did not possess religious 
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ii publisher's preface W 
inclinations and were inllnenccd by the prevailing 

customs and were disinclined to think and reason 

dently. The advent of Ram Krishna Paramhansa^.^ 

Swaini Yivekananda and the introduction of l*lC(>tc tvere 

education and the writings of* Burke, Mill, Spencer, .qi * 

the principal causes of India’s awakening- imervaca- 

was full of prejudices and bigotry. During the MI ^Quse at 

tion of that year I met Mother in my 'fjjgcourses-— 

Sachar-—Dist. Tippera, and was amazed at el night 

fearless, free from prejudice and full of reason. ^ friends 

in our presence She related to Her illiterate ei cjian<yes 

the stages of Her Self-realisation (Shatchakia) a n 

in Her body, the snake bite, cancer in the ),ca‘s ^ 

Open Sesame of Self-realisation, viz. Concent 

Brahmacharya and Her condition of absolute l8S 

I was charmed by Her talks and felt none but a I erson who 

passed through these stages could relate them in e,al 8 ^ 

simplest Bengali without any reference to any religious boo . 

I was convinced that She possessed the highest. Power and 

would give us anything if She desired. She asserted that 

Brahma is the only Reality and all else is illusion. She was 

indifferent and would not listen to worldly talks. Some 

young men with Western education were attracted to 

Mother at the time and received Her blessings and were 

permitted to attend Her and went with Her to different 

places and at last to Her native village -where She remained 

till the middle of 1928. During this period, She stayed in 

Calcutta on several occasions and at times She came and lived 

with us in our hostel, and She sometimes lived in the houses 

of my relations or rented houses and all along the favourin' 

devotees were all in Her Service. The Divine Grace 

Mother lias descended like sun shine freely and equally on 

each and every devotee; in the degree one has faith, sinceiib 

and surrender and in that degree he feels the Grace of Mothei 

and is elevated in mind. * 

In 1928 I was passing through the greatest crisis in 1 
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,ife. At this time I was informed one day Moiher |rif. 
come to Calcutta for treatment of Her |(.(.,|, jrf>IJ|>j<.s ‘ . 

wanted me to see I Icr. On hearing the news my heart le-.Zj 

up with joy. I felt sure Mother had come to save me This 

proved to be true indeed. I met Mother and she came to my 

house and lived there for some time and He, teeth wen- 

extracted by doctors. Since then She moved from one place 

to another till She passed away. When Site came to Calcutta 

sometimes She remained in my house. She was particularly 

affectionate to my wife and also my children who used to 

look upon Her as their Grand Mother (Thakur-Ma). By 

Her Blessings they all are Her devotees. In February 1932 

when my eldest son Sri Sami Sen Gupta (Mahabir Sen) was 

only twelve years old, Mother told me that we should leave 

worldly matters to this hoy when he would he lit to take 
charge of affairs and live separately. By Her Blessings the 

boy took charge of my affairs and of his brothers and sisters 
without my telling him to do so and we are now living at 

Deoghar, S. P. Bihar. 
When Swarni Prabudhananda was the principal atten¬ 

dant, I had to arrange the movements of Mother as desired 

by Her. It was at this time that a Muslim Sanyasin was 

the cook of Mother as related in the Memoir. 

Part 1 contains the Introduction and the Memoir by 

the author. Some changes have been made regarding the 

arrangement and in omitting occasional repetitions. 

Part II is the translation of the Bengali Book 

‘Brahmajna-Mayer-Katha’ ’, which was published by me in 

1932 as desired by Mother. Mother dictated a few lines 

about Her life which is contained in the Publishei s foic- 

word of that Book. A few approved sayings of Mother from 

my diary, are given in the Appendix. 
I am grateful to my nephew Sri A. B. Gupta, b.sc., 

Publicist, and Shri B. K. Chose for assisting me to publish this 
kopk and to the Trustee of Nirvan Math, Swarni Omananda 
<Mad to my son Sri Santi Sen Gupta for taking charge of the 

■■1 
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, vVho l,av<‘ 
publication. 1 am also grateful to my . u-jfc who 

helped me in many ways. 1 am ever grateful ><) ,71' 

gi\es me inspiration to serve Mother. ^ ^ SEN. 
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V 

Sadhu Arunachala 

(Maj. A. W. Chadwick, o.b.f..) 

Hon. A d m inistrator. 

Sri Ramanasramam 

Vedapatasala 

I IRUV'ANNAMAI.AI 

Sept, lath i960. 

Dear Mr. Sen, 

I have retrieved my own copy of the Life and Teachings 

and have copied for you the Foreword I wrote some years 

ago when Prabudhanandaji hoped to publish this book. 

It explains the circumstances under which it was written and 

the part we both played in the production. 

I hope it will meet your requirements. 

Yours sincerely, 

Arunachala. S. 

To 

Mr. D. N. Sen, m.a., b.l., 
■Santi Asram, Bela Bagan, 

P.O. Deoghar, S.P. Bihar (India) 

J 

i 
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EDITOR S FOREWORD 

When I first met the author he was obse:™‘"boufhh 

and so was unable to answer my man) ques i j 

Guru. Then for a while he was taken til an‘ 

confined to his hut and it was during this time o 

this “life” was written, not as a consecutive who PS 

or two at a time scribbled on odd sheets o pap > 

in reply to some questions of mine or else as the ideas 

into the authors mind. This will account foi tic uncomen 

tionality of the life as well as for its very personal nature, it 

was never intended for the public but was a purely personal 

document written by someone for his friend. This too will 

account for its great charm and spontaneity. As will be seen 

in the book itself “Mother” was always against any life being 

written of Her, so in observance of Her wishes this has been 

substituted to give the public some idea ol Her antecedents. 

The above was written some years ago at the request oi 

my friend Prabudhanandaji who was hoping to publish this 

book with the help of a friend. Unfortunately this attempt 

fell through. Now again an effort is being made to print a 

record of Mother and Her Teachings. May 1 be allowed to 

congratulate those responsible and to wish them every success. 

Sadhu Arunachala, 

(Major A. W. Chadwick, o.b.e-* 

Editor 
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INTRODUCTION 

Vtl 

Sri Brahmajna-Ma was horn during the early hours of 
the 21 st of February, 1880 A.D. at Bitara, a small village 
near Sachar, in the District of Tipperah, East Bengal. 
She was named Kadamvini Devi by Her father Abhaya Charan 
Chakravarti, who was a landholder of modest resources. 
She was a little over eight years of age when She was married 
to a Brahmin young man of Putia, a village nearby; but 
became a widow before ten and passed the early years of 
Her life mostly in these two villages till She got self- 
realisation. 

The Hindu inhabitants of the neighbourhood were 
either Saktas or Vaishnavas, but she, strangely enough intui¬ 
tively followed the Jnana-vichar-marga (i.e., the path of 
Knowledge and Discrimination). We do not hear of any 
other woman attaining Self-realisation by following this path 

Footnote:_She used to say that besides the blue, infinite sky over the 

bead of everyone everywhere, nothing that She saw during Her travels impressed 

Her as an object of interest, except (i.) the spacious, solemn sea with its vistas .>1' 

roaring waves receeding to the distant horizon at sunset, and (a) the majesty and 

magnificence of the lofty snowclad peaks of the Himalayas, especially when the 

golden rays of the rising sun flood them on a cloudless day. Health permitting, 

She would sit for hours looking at them, forgetful of surroundings, in a sort «•' 

trance. The descriptions or pictures of man-made so-called wonders of the world 

such as the superb Taj Mahal, the splendid-temples of South India, the beaut i- 

*ul Pagodas of Burma, the awe-inspiring Sphinx or the gignatic Pyramids o 

Egypt were of very little interest to Her. Her predilections were altogether 

out of the ordinary; for example, she preferred the sombre quietness of a puch- 

dark and cloudy midnight with thunder and lightning to the delightfu an ^ 

buoyant splendour of a glorious moon-lit night, the sad, heavy and depressing 

atmosphere of a cremation ground to the mirth hilarity and melodies of a 1,0(13 

gathering. 
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in modern times. Kven in ancient times followers of ,hi, 

all. were very rare amongst women I Ins is a unique 

r, nirt. 0f Her .Sadluma. 
Viter Realisation in .qia Mmher was taken to crowded 

localities, tow,is and cities and she became for some yea., a 

centre of attraction for the ducted and religion. pnbhc. but 

thereafter She preferred to live a quiet and ret,ret lde. Dim 

lMt few years of Her life. She was practically an mva- 

WS nd lised-lpri.uipallv at Puri (Orissa,. Haulyanath 

Deoghar, Ranchi. (Bihar) ami Calcutta, occasionally vtsttu* 

Her^native village. She left Her hotly a, l.eogha, .hr 5, . 

Of Novell.her Mi:H. and an Ashram, named Nina,, Ma i, 

was erected there to Her memory w here some of Her thsuples 

and devotees are living. Besides the places already men- 

tioned Mother also visited Dacca, Benares, Vt/agapa am and 

some places it. the District of Manbhutn, made a pilot,mage 

to Sitakiindu (East Bengal) and lived for some time at a 

small place in the Himalayas, near Darjeeling She was no, 

fond of travelling and all Her travels were under phystetans 

advice for the benefit of health. 
Mother did not want Her life to be written and it 

seemed that the public would never have the benefit of know¬ 

ing about Her. When the first edition of—“Brahma jna- 

Mayer-Katha” was in the press and we thought of giving 

in the introduction of the hook a short sketch of Mothei > 

life, none of us venturing to write it, Mother was approaches 

to tell 11s what should be written. She asked me to take 

down a few lines which were put in the introduction of tha1 

book. Translated into English, they are: 

She was naturally given, to discrimination and 

engaged in the search for Spiritual Truth. From her rhtl<' 

h°od. she used to think—(t) where does a human being f 

and in what state does he remain after death, and "he,’L 

does he come? (ii) In nothing can peace be found in th 

world; what, then, is real peace? In such thoughts she woU, 

hen become immersed. And lastly, such thoughts as (i"'" 

^oannprl Wv C'fim^ntmnpr 
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am I. what is this bod), mind or Alma—used to engage her. 

These are the three stages of Her Sadhana. Without the help 

of books or Gurus, by dint of pure discrimination and search 

for Truth, she tore asunder the meshes of Maya, overcame 

all doubts and attained Self-realisation. 

The memoir in the first part of this book was written 

by me only tor its Editor, Sadhu Arunachala of Ramanashrain, 

riruvannamalai (Madras) when I was residing there at the 

holy feet of Shri Bhagavan Ramana Maharshi. 1 never had 

the least idea that what 1 write would even he made public. 

Later on while the memoir was still being written, my friend 

said that he would show what 1 had written to Sri Bhagavan 

and began typing it. After 1 heard this, my pen got checked 

and I finished by writing the supplementary portion. Noth¬ 

ing has been added since then. Sadhu Arunachala then 

requested me to translate into English ‘Brahmajna-Mayer- 

Katha’, a Bengali book containing her instructions and teach¬ 

ings. This 1 did assisted by my friend Branmrachari Bhu- 

manandaji, a disciple of late revered Swami Purnanandaji of 

Hrishikesh, who collaborated with me wholeheartedly with¬ 

out grudging time and trouble. The whole thing was then 

corrected and edited, the songs and poems being put in blank 

verse and then typed and beautifully bound in book foim 

and eventually presented to Sri Bhagavan by Sadhu Aruna¬ 

chala through me. But for him this book would never have 

seen the light of publicity, he is the Socrates who brought 

about its birth. . . 
At that time 1 had not the faintest idea that it would 

ever be printed. Many visitors and inmates of Shri kania- 

nashrarnam read the typed book and liked it very much and 

some suggested that it would be worthwhile to pun■ . 

But as I had neither time nor money, I did not ta. e am ' . 

of the suggestion. At this stage Monsiem )*» a 11 11 ‘ 

Mohamadan Englishman,»a visitor at the . snama, ^ 

book. He was very much impressed by the peiso , ^ 

Mother and Her sayings and borrowed the >°°' 
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m evt topics for himself, his Sul. Guru and 
I had copy. h ^ Jiihocd and very kindly sent me a 
friends. He hat a further circulation later on. 
dozen copies. »'•, ' Ratanshaw Koyaji, advocate, 
My late lamented wllo had formed a very high 
a Parsee gentleman o _ ^ this book, with the objec t 

opinion of Mothei f,° 1 1 . published some portions of 
Of giving pubh-ty to e.«y'>gj.lrnal published Erom the 

the book in the V| ’ ■ Miingalore. This book has 
“Ananria Asnnn Kan % ^ my frieud Mr. Venkata 
also been tramla«l^ ^ ^ yet printed. The 

Rnshnaiali, . ;j ^ H.anslation of the second edition 

ofCtile Bengal, book •■Bmfonajna-Mayer-Ka.ha”. Mother's 
Lntctions opinions, sayings, letters, poems, ami song, 

were collected by ...any of Her devotees, and so this 

book contains instructions especially for those who have 

made Self-realisation the only aim and ambition of their 

life. It was never expected that She would allow such a 

hook to be published as She would often say, “There are 

many books full of instructions but only a few read them 

and none follow them. What is the good of adding another 

book containing the instructions of a person like me, illi¬ 

terate and unversed in the Shastras?” But one gentleman, 

a follower of Sri Nimvarkacharya, persuaded Mother to 

give Her consent to the publication, a few days before 1 leh 

my worldly pursuits and came to live with Her. Collection* 

were received from various devotees and out of these du‘ 

selection was made by Mother. 
rn n 1. 1 - 

icLuou was maae by Mother. 

I he Bengali book has been divided into seven chap11'1 

cachings. Poems, Letters, Questions and Answers, Mll'L 

^conciliation of (nan, Bhakti and Karma and Shat*1^ 

x centre, of concentration in the body). Excepting ‘ 

ire ted Whkh were mostly written by 

ri;d;ltered Her on the'spot, the , 
other chapters were collected long before the 
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publication. They were altered by Mother Herself and so 
may be said to contain Her Teachings faithfully 

In the second edition of the book a few cplestions and 

answers were added which were taken down by me and these 

were included with Mother’s previous permission I 

intended to publish some of Her songs as well but She would 
not allow it. 

The translations which follow are free, but attempt has 

been made to retain the sense and spirit of the original as far 

as it is possible. No attempt has been made to condense or 

systematise them. So the readers will come across some repe¬ 

titions and other defects which they are requested to tolerate. 

Lastly, I thank the friends, some of whom have been 

mentioned above, who helped me in bringing out ibis publi¬ 

cation and shall consider myself amply rewarded if readers 

derive any benefit from this book. I have no other personal 

interest in it. 

Prabudhananda. 
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the life and teaching 

OF 

SRI BRAHMAJNA MA 

Part One 

Memoir 
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MEMOIR 

By SvvAMl Prabudhananda 

District of Tip^rah^EasTBenean a.village in the 

of the bright lunar fortnight of the mouthrf FaJSf (S 

responthng to the m.ddle of March) sixty years V She 

was born tn a Brahm.n family of moderate means but highly 

respected tn the village and neighbourhood on accoutu of 

thetr p.ety and goodness as well as their social position. She 
was, like oui Bhagavan, the second child of Her parents and 

was their pet. Her father regarded Her from Her birth 

as a Goddess dislodged from Heaven by some curse or other 

(Shapa bhrasta Devi). She was married at the age of eight 

and Her husband died within one and a half years of their 

marriage. She continued to live with Her parents gene¬ 

rally, but when She grew up, She mostly lived in Her hus¬ 

band's house all alone, as the brothers, who were living 

together as a joint family, separated and She was given a 

separate hut. Her husband's brothers looked after Her 

landed property, tier ways were entirely different from 

those of the ordinary run of people and She was unable to 

remain long in the company of girls of Her own age and 

position. She was of a meditative mood and grown up men 

"ould be struck by Her conversation, which was like that 

a philosopher even before Her marriage. Two instances 

are given of this. 

Once a terrible hurricane passed over the village and 

a the men of Her house were very much afraid, fearing that 

uts wouId collapse and that great damage would be done, 

r 'l\ c°ntinued they had spent all the time praying to 
while She stood by, watching quite unconcerned. When 

nce hurricane w as over, all became happy once more and 

Mdk 
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'J. 

returned to their daily occupations quite cheerfully. She was 

very much struck by their now taking life so lightly and 

asked Her father: 

“How can you he so happy when you know that a similar 

catastrophe may happen at any moment? Is there no way 

to go beyond these troubles?” 
Her father was unable to give any adequate reply. 

On another occasion an old lady died and when she 

was being cremated Mother was sitting within sight. Others 

were standing nearby talking about the old lady. Mother 

asked, . 
“Why do you say ‘She passed away?', If she is not the 

body who is she? Where has she gone? Whence did she 

come?” 
Bystanders were surprised at such precocity. 

Goddess Kali used to be worshipped in the house at 

the time of Dcwali (Deepavali). Mother could not under¬ 

stand why men should worship an idol made of clay accoid- 

ing to their own imagination and then take it foi a deity. She 

could not be induced to bow -down before the idol. She 

never had any devotion to a personal God. She was a 

thorough Jnanapanthi. In the same way as Sri Bhagavan says 

“Know thyself,” She used to say, “Know your ownself or 

get hold of your ownself.” (Nij or Apan—own, words often 

used by Her in early days). 

She learnt the Bengali alphabet and read a few elemen¬ 

tary books before She was married. Long after Self-realiza¬ 

tion, when people came to Her, she learnt from them >'1( 

vocabulary of religious literature such as Atma, Brahma. <'"• 

When some of the Upanishads and Vedanta literature v'fU 

lead aloud to Her she liked them very much and said. 1 'uV 

seem to me like the sayings of friends with whom l 0"“ 

travelled, about what we all saw on our journey.” She *** 

so confident of Herself that if anybody should say, ‘‘shf!! 

karacharya or Buddha says just the opposite to what you 
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myseTubelTeve' Th" ‘ helP i‘-Wh»t I know and see for 

She liked Shanl-,ey “'“j ^?Ve been misunderstood." 

Asthavakra and She n ” ^ Buddha very much and also 

Shankara. J But She was more liberal than 

a chapter in ^ BeaBzation in Shatchakra, 

lieved that She had the fulled Real’ aTCr'katha and u 1S be‘ 
9,2 Thereafter a legalization at about the age of 

them 3nd diSCUSS WUh , , . J b also so-called religious customs. Seve¬ 
ral pho ographs were taken of Her between 32-4o. She was 

at that time quite indifferent. But thereafter She would not 

sit for one at all. The college students and intelligent and 

caucated men of the neighbouring villages used to come to 

Her and all became Her devotees, and some of the educated 

young men never took up any temporal activities and are now 

either Brahmacharies or Sannyasins. It is a peculiarity of 

Her life that She used to have a favourite disciple always with 

Her, on whom She used to depend very much. But they 

would change one after the other like the British Prime 

Ministers. After I came to Her I became Her favourite and 

for four years remained Her personal attendant till She 

passed away five years ago. Some months before I came to 

Her She used to say, “One more man will come to me and 

then my work will be finished.” 

She came to Calcutta several times and seemed to be 

waiting for some body. Many visitors came to see Her but 

She said that none of these was the man She was looking for. 

After I met Her She said, “This is the last man to come to me.” 

1 knew nothing at all of all this at that time but when I took 

the garb, after renouncing my temporal activities within a 

y^r after I met Her, I was informed all about it. 

Mother was credited with wonderful powers and when 

1 ^ent to Her native village with Her, many people related 
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4 THE LIFE AND TEACHING of SRI BRAHMAJNA MA 

stories of these. I questioned Mothei hut She replied 
a-a i , . T nlwavs in the same condition, 
did not do anything. I am always ^ wonders are 
Others get the benefit of then own < j t i 
worked through the faith of the people concerned. do 

nothing but ever remain like the Sun. and would 

After I met Her she «<«"instructions not to talk 
not receive any visitors, we *lso ,ces where n0 one 

to anyone about Her, and we Uv mother 
knew who She was. Many though Sh<= J]y put Qn by 

and as She used to wear the wh ^ for a Saint when 

Bengali widows no one used ^ would carry on the con- 

anyone came and talked tc H ^ speciaUty, as when 

versation without Pvm8 y .body would be struck by 

»:'z*«■ 
J£ atthude of putting counter-questions was very much 

like our Bhagavan's. She had a wonderful memory 

»ng which She liked She could remember with intonations 

a she heard it sung but once, and She could repeat ,t months 

afterwards. I composed some songs and sang them to Her 

Sometimes She would ask me to sing a particular song and if 

I could not remember She would always help me. She was 

also a poet by nature. She could dictate songs and poems 

ab if She was quoting from memory. 

She seemed to be of opinion that a man who sought 

Self-realization should give up all other pursuits and devote 

his whole time and attention to this alone. That is wh' 

happy-go-lucky aspirants could never find favour with Her. 

She was a strict disciplinarian and would not tolerate 

Sannyasin tendencies. She never encouraged reading. - it 

would say, “The Gita and Vivekachudamani are eno11- ^ 

She would also say, “Mere reading is good for nothing^ ^ 

hold of some passage and translate it into action. 11 

ledge of books could do anything, all the Pandits v°1^ ^ 

been liberated long ago. But they are still where the' ' 
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nd some of them go downwards because j , 
additional sin of pride” USC the? deV(d°P pride. the 

* zzzzzzsaiEtf*“v—- 
T?“ T.'Sh“h" p'opl',‘ N° S'mT.? thing, but She was very much disturbed by this Her m3 
would not be still and She found .Herself spLding Her whole 

time studying the thoughts of others, whether She liked it or 

not. After some time this stage passed and She was glad 

At another time She found Herself always in a state' of 

happiness. She hked this stage for a few days, but She soon 

thought, This happiness is being felt by the mind; so it is 

in the region of duality; so I don’t want it.” Thus She 
passed beyond it. 

When we discriminate and reason our conclusion does 

not make a permanent impression and we have to go through 

the process many times before it becomes a part of our nature. 

Not so with Mother. Once She reasoned, the impression was 
lasting. 

When She came home after Her husband’s death She 

became very meditative and people thought it was on account 

of Her husband’s death that She was worried. But that was 

not the case. Actually She was quite unaffected by it. One 

day Her father asked Her what She would like to do in order 

to be happy. She said, “I would like very much to keep on 

looking at that big palm tree over there.” None under¬ 

stood what She meant by this. She told us later that She had 

meant that She wanted to keep Her mind fixed on something 
still. 

Even when She was a child, sometimes She would have 

visions of the future, and She was always confident that there 

was no possibility of mistake. When Her husband was going 

aWay from home for the last time a sudden thought flashed 

^ross Her mind that he would never return. After a few 

at* telegram came to say that he was seriously ill. A 

Avent to him but She told the others, ‘‘What is the 
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6 THE I.1FE AND TEACHING OF Ski UMaiimaj 

good of going? He will not recover :iiid probably be is 
already dead.” This proved to be only too true. 

Once Mother was bitten by a snake. Afterwards She 
would often see snakes coming to bite Her. Hearing Her 

call-out, others would run to Her aid but were unable to see 
anything. She would say, “Don t you see the snake binding 

niy hand with its tail? Ohl there it is biting me. But the 

others could see no snake at all, though sliangely enough 

the marks of the snake’s tail would be visible on Her hand 

as also the marks of the bite, from which blood would ooze 

out. This continued for some time, but the bite never 

poisoned Mother. We asked Her later what was the reason 

for all this. Mother said it was the solidification of Her 

imagination. At first She had had no idea what it was, but 

when She found the reason it stopped. From that time 

onwards people would call Her Manasha Thakurani (the 

presiding Goddess over snakes). A separate hut was erected 

for Her and they started regular pooja. The pooja was still 

being carried on daily when I went to visit the place, at Her 

husband’s house, eight years ago. Mother remained indiffer¬ 

ent to these demonstrations but from that time She com¬ 

manded great respect and was also called “Siddha Thaku- 

rani,’’ or the lady who has been successful in her Sadhana. 

Thereafter She would remain sometimes within closed doors 

for several days at a time, never coming out at all. Nobody 

would venture to disturb Her on these occasions. 

When I met Her She told me that She had been during 

these long years in a state of trance. This trance would some 

—times become deeper and she would fall into “Samadhi". 

But I only saw Her in this state of "Samadhi” on three 

occasions, and then not for long. Physicians would t* 

surprised on feeling Her pulse. We noticed one Pet“' 

hanty >n Her fingers, on both hands the thumb would a* 
across the palm until it touched the base of the ring 

" Sh® Passed awaY. slowly the thumbs began to \ 
towards the same place until they finally became fi*ed' 
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Mother would say that when an asnirmt t 

of powers it clearly indicates that he has f ’CCOmfcs des,rous 

Of hi, activities. His object was °bie« 

world of may a, but powers are in the d 7 gorbeyond the 

in striving to get these he mu!t oVnece, "T ^ ^ 
where he is already. She would also Sav 'H ° TTT 
people are to strive for some of rhp„. y’, How fo°iish 

sed by some of the lower animals and' birdl r^ltd 

of spider can walk on the water, birds can flv k d 

want, to obtain these powers, where is the wonder n ™ 

It may impress fools but does no good to the seeker after trmh 
except to drag him down.” 

At Deoghar once a Sadhu came and said he could tell 

everybody s thoughts by looking at their faces. I told this 

x 7rited to Her that he mfsht »* * 
«uShe d‘d n0t Say an>’thing and so I called the 
Sadhu to Her room and said, “Let us know what is passing 

in Her mind. The Sadhu stared at Her eyes for a very 

long time and as Mother did not turn Her gaze he himself 

eventually closed his eyes and said, “She is not an ordinary 

lady. I cannot tell what is passing in Her mind.” 

Once a palmist came and Mother’s palm was shown to 

him. He looked at it for a few moments and then prostrated 

before Her, saying, “She is a great Sadhu—I never saw such 
a hand before in my life.” 

Mother had a very strong sense of humour and sometimes 

j»he would relate stories with gestures and keep us laughing 

or hours together. Generally however She was reserved 

and would only listen, rarely speaking. 

When a visitor came to visit Her She would talk to him 

and listen to him for some time. Within a short time She 

r°uld know him so thoroughly that he could hide nothing 
from Her. 

Within a year of meeting Her I gave up my temporal 

Pursuits. During that year I used to visit Her as often as I 

°U d‘ At Benares She told me one day, “You have some 
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^ . . * Y\ i 

V %opd miafer quaftttes suitable for a Sadhu but the yOU 

' jqVaality (viz-brah^iacharya) is wanting”. She saic^ ^ dedi- 

tliejpath camiqt'be expected to be very smooth, as 

cated' 'the- •‘btst portion of your life to Satan gc you 

worship, and God may not easily accept your ° after I took 

must be prepared to fight hard. A few mon. use is very 

the garb, one day she said suddenly, “The sex imp 

strong in you even now.” mind for the 

. I said nothing and began to feaJc 1 day> when I was 

explanation of this remark, but fade , - e ^ reason 

alone with Her, I said that I coul not „It is cjear. 1 

of Her previous day s remark. ie TJ'Jr What is anger? 

see that you become angty ^ ' As you become 

When desire is checked, anger tak P desires 
angry you must still have d-tres, and when^^ ^ ^ ^ 

the strongest, namely the sex p . ^ ^ principal 

though it may be in a latent stat . 

enemies to the pacification of the mind are, sex tmpuls 

(Kama), anger (Krodha) and the feeling of want (Lobha) 

The first is the last to go, so when the second and third are 

visible it is certain that the first is also present. 

From that time I started the habit of looking upon any 

and every woman I had occasion to meet as an image of the 

Divine Mother and if I had occasion to talk or write to a 

lady I would address her as mother. I his has helped me a 

good deal. 
We had one great difficulty with Mother. She would 

not tell us specifically what to do and what not to do. She 

expected us to be guided by Her general instructions, adapt¬ 

ing them to specific cases by discrimination. She said one 

day, “This is a very slippery path, you must be wide-ava e 

and be guided by discrimination, keeping the goal ah^s ^ 

mind. What is the good of my telling you now what to ^ 

and what not to do? 1 shall not be with you always. StaTl 

on your own legs!” ^ 
She was dead against the mode of living of m° 

Hv C' 



Sannyasins, and She would for hours to 

they had forgotten the object of Sannya™ 

temporal act.vities-how some wanted\.* 

disciples some the reputation of a 

one, while some wanted to imDr.„ ^#‘®SsSffnnK 

religious literature they knew Sh P°n °thers how Inuch 

are self-created wants aLl 5, T 

to conquer want and go heyond it." Mother wouHsfy'if 

youw^Lemancipatton in this life, give up al! other actJ 

tj^nd.devote.your whole time_and attemion to Sdf-realL 

T She not encourage part-time activities and this was 
the reason why the ordinary person could not take up the 

ideal. She would say, “I don’t want many sons, let there be 
only one son, but let him be a true son.” 

One day an elderly villager came to Her and said, “My 

son is leading a profligate life. Mother, why don’t you turn 

him in a good direction?” The son came to see Her and 

She began to talk to him. He was so much impressed that 

within a few days he became Her devotee and wanted to take 

sannyas. The father got scent of this and came to Mother 

and said, “Mother, T did not want you to make a Sadhu of 

my son—he is my only son—who will look after us if he 

becomes a Sadhu?” 

The son left the village and took the garb and is still a 

Sannyasin. Most of the brilliant boys of school and college 

of the neighbouring villages were Her devotees. And some 

of them did not marry, and though some of them have not 

actually renounced, they all try to live a life of plain living 

and high thinking. 

In the selection of men Mother never caved for caste 01 

Creed or sex. An illiterate Mahomedan used to come to see 

Her and eventually became a sannyasin, and when 1 met Her 

Stle said, “He is the best of the lot”. During the last tew 

years of Her life he and myself were always with Her. e 

the cook. When Mother became very weak and con 
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assistance it was suggested that a lady 
not move without ass, Her shc enquired, "Why"'" 

devotee might c°"e she asked me. I aid I 

"Can you not e p assistance I could, but as help was 

was ready to be ? I answering the calls of nature also, a 
necessary at the i ^ ^ she might othenvise £eel some 

woman might “What is the difference be- 
delicacy. She uri* j am going t0 £eel delicacy 

!TaU fee™ k even if the attendant is a woman. So there will 

be no necessity for a woman if you take charge. So I used 

to help Her in answering the calls of nature and had to 

apply an enema when necessary. I noticed that She never 

felt the slightest delicacy, but She forbade others to come 

whether a man or a woman. I had never attended a patient 

before but I found that I could attend to Her like an expert 

and She would not even accept a drink except from my hands, 

as She would say others could not give it properly. I was 

very diffident before I undertook the task and others were 

sure that I should fail to satisfy Her, as I was so inexperienc¬ 

ed, but probably Her blessings made me efficient, for I would 

myself be surprised at my own expert ways of attendance. 

When I first came to Mother I had a part-time job in 

the Government Commercial Institute, where I had to work 

in the evenings for about sixty to eighty hours a year giving 

lectures, for a salary of nine hundred rupees a year. Some 

people suggested that if I kept the job I could then maintain 

both myself and Mother. She was very much annoyed at 

this suggestion. She said, “You have to beg for food, 

clothing and other necessities if you become a Sannyasin.” So 

I tendered my resignation and gave away all my money and 

clothing, and whenever I required anything 1 had to beg f°r 

it. It was very difficult for me at first but gradually I learned 

to put up with insulting remarks and bad treatment fro® 

People whom I had to approach. Mother was of opinj 

^lpS a S°°d dcal in checking the ego, and » 
ys wanted me to beg for my necessities. Some 
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friends and relatives suggested that they wo„M n, 

monthly contribution for me, but I refused /d ’ W 3 
Mother used to be asked whether i w 

duty on the part of a. son to become a SadhtTl “V? 
parents to shift for themselves in their old ’ if™8 h'S 

that if such a sense of duty was D edn,n ^ She rePIied 

time for the son to renouncl sltZm L “ ^ "0t the 
seeking Liberation there is no dutym^ 

himself is h,s first and last duty ,0 himself and to mXd 

Congressmen would often come to Her and suggest that 

young men ought to try and improve their countrymen and 

Iree their country from bondage. Mother would say "Cer-i 

tamly it is very good to work for one's country and country¬ 

men, but the real Swadesh is Atma and no work is nobler 
than finding that Swadesh.” 

I was fortunate to hear Her meeting the arguments put 

forward in favour of Vaishnavism and Dwaita-Adwaitaism. 

She was almost illiterate and had read no books, but Her 

arguments and reasoning were so sound that everyone was 

struck by them. She would say, “I am sure my predecessors 

must have advanced some such arguments in support of 

Adwaita. If you look you will certainly find it recorded in 
the literature.” 

Many religious organizations try to get intelligent and i 

educated men to preach their creed in India and abroad. ' 

They become talkers but have no knowledge of the practical 

S1de. Mother used to say, ‘‘These preachers will only waste 

^eir time and energy and no effect will be produced. They 

are like the blind trying to lead the blind. It is a pity that 

* Is being done in the name of religion.” About the 

lsciples of Saints, Mother used to say, ‘‘Chaitanya-Dev had 

J>me very good disciples. Saints come and go, but there are 

* few to reach the goal by following them. Men are 

a t0 Pass ^or Sadhus but do not like to be Sadhus. After 

nt departs his followers sometimes form themselves into 
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a sort of mutual admiration society and advertize their c 
ness, but it is very difficult, to hide the truth.” 

Some of Her first: disciples wanted to start another orga¬ 

nisation like' the Ramakrishna Mission and preach about Her 

teachings and enroll followers. She was very much against 

it, and this strong attitude of Hers put an end to the enthu¬ 

siasm. She said, “You are always with me, you are always 

hearing my views and getting instruction—how far have you 

profited by these? Why do you expect others will be highly 

benefited by getting second-hand and sometimes distorted 

instruction from you? Do good to yourselves first.” 

Mother generally liked only two people to live with 

Her at one time, and would not tolerate more than three 

of us. The usual practice was that when household duties 

did not cause us to be busy elsewhere we would all sit in 

Her room. Sometimes there would be no conversation but 

occasionally we would have very interesting ones. Mother 

had an unending stock of anecdotes and stories to illustrate 

and impress any point. Her object was always to make it 

clear to us how in spite of the fact that there were innumer¬ 

able Sadhus, only a very few were in earnest; how they 

would forget their object only to wander down into bye- 

lanes, passing the whole of their lives in slumber, as it were, 

i She would say, “I always tell you about the pit-falls so that 

you may avoid them. If a seeker proceeds along the right 

path, however slow he may be, he will surely reach the goal— 

it is because he keeps on wandering down the bye-lanes that 

his journey never ends. It seems to me that these Sadhus 

are like pilgrims who intend to go to Benares, but instead 

of taking the road to Benares put their luggage on their 

heads and roam about in the streets of their own city, 

this is maya. ’ Mother would never criticize outsiders except 

before a chosen few. She would say, “A religious oig‘11^ 

zation on a big scale is bound to fail because good 

are not as cheap as blackberries.” She also said, ^ 

are many Gurus but a very few good disciples. I rar 
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come across a Sadhu who seems tr> 1 r 
..u All cms to be foil 

*3 

path. All Sadhus are moving™^'thc «mwt 
no one can be called a Sadhu if hP ^ main ot A™dya but 
beyond this domain." not Ernest in getting 

A very well-known Sadhu in Re , 
Sanskrit Pundit clothes himself like " p 3 h‘ghly educated 
ments and calls himself a female J. a puts 011 oma- 
gentleman went to see him and a T? °f Krishna- One 

that he had seen and all that he did^he re!ated a11 
ture Mother laughed at this lud' We' After hl5 dePar- 

„1 Sadhana adoplad b, ,hi, S.dhT's",™?'’ *■> 

3V ft $ft» “* “«■ i. 

a»X"3lrji s rsr; 
•■Mother, I haveLn enough of world-pr^ably I Z'e 

spent more than twenty-five thousand rupees in travelling 
and living abroad far beyond the means of a man of my 
position; so no object of curiosity can impress me any more, 
but if you are going I would like to accompany you. On 
my own, or in the company of others, I do not want to go.” 
When I was alone with Her afterwards, She .said, “I am 
very glad that you have no longer any curiosity. Why 
should a Sadhu want to see anything but Brahma?” 

When I went with Her to Her native village (that was 
°n Her last visit) one elderly mahomedan accosted me and 

*****: "Babu Sahib, I have heard all about you but I am 
Sorry you. Our Thakurani (meaning Mother) is a miser. 

e never gives anything to anyone. Some people served 
er f°r years but got nothing. They sacrificed but in spite 

were unable to obtain Her favour. I am afraid that 
y°u will also suffer the same fate.” At night when no one 
^a® nearby, I related this story to Mother. She laughed 
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and laughed. “Are you dejected?’’ She asked me. I 
replied, “I am sure that there will be no injustice iri this 
case. To be successful 1 shall have to work. No work—no 
reward". Mother said "Proceed honestly, nothing can 
make you fail. Even if you commit mistakes, sincerity of 

purpose will make you detect your error. A man can not 
even die if he is determined to reach the goal in this birth.” 

During the period that 1 was in principal charge of 

Mother's camp, I was always in Her favour. I was the 

oldest of the attendants and probably the worst adhikari but 

She used to give me so much preference that I considered 

myself very fortunate. When Mother fell ill, for want of 

funds it was decided that I should go to Cuttack, leaving 

Mother at Puri, and try to raise funds. I had an intimate 

friend (an M.L.C.) at Cuttack in whose house I stayed for 

about three weeks while 1 raised some money. When I 

returned I found that Mother would not even look at me. 

I began seriously to ask myself what mistake I had committed 

but could not discover. The others could not help me 

either. My mahomeclan friend was in sympathy with me, 

He said, “Mother did not like your going away from Her 

to raise money. Mother always likes Her favourites to 

remain beside Her. Your going was a mistake.” However 

in a few hours I was restored to favour, but she never told 

me why She had been annoyed with me. 

Mother used to say, “Personal service and attendance 

on a Saint elevate the mind of the devotee and can be 

regarded as a good form of Sadhana. There are three classes 

of attendants. The first and best class act according to the 

wish of the Master by studying His mind; the second and 

intermediate class act according to the wish of the Master 

, His tacit or verbal hint or instruction; but the third 

' V’ass nev«r try to follow the Master’s instruction* 

rise ,m , KtlnCtly given’ The second class will gndwW 
P o be m the first class, but the third class gain notM 
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S ;s™,“ xtr ... 
She would say, “You attendant, want me to act accord 

ing to your wish, forgetting that thereby you want to p ay 

liniV TH maSter- tThiS " -ice. It L XI 
lording It. The .pint of surrender must be in you if you 
really want to profit by doing personal attendance to a Saint.” 

dr-mr hvrH “X ' tried t0 ■* guided in every¬ 
thing by Her and within a short time I found I did not 
have much trouble. My practice was to confide in Her all 
my physical or mental troubles and never give a thought to 
them afterwards. 1 found that She would do what was 
necessary Herself or direct me to do or not to do something, 
which instruction I would unhesitatingly follow. When she 
fell seriously ill and we all knew that She would not live 
lQng, I asked Her, “What shall I do when you are no more 

here to help me to get over my troubles and difficulties?” 
She smiled and said, If you sincerely want direction you 
will get it somehow or other.” 

Two years after She passed away I was very much 

worried over a personal matter, but could not decide what 

to do. I went to the room in which Her photograph was 

placed and where She used to be worshipped daily and sub¬ 

mitted my difficulty to her. After an hour or so it seemed to 

me that Mother was telling me, “When I was alive I used 

to help you by verbal advice, but now I have given up the 

body and you have put up a photograph to represent me, 

why do you expect me to guide you? Take your advice 

from the photograph. Look at it, it is indifferent to what¬ 

ever you may do and taking the hint, be indifferent to what¬ 

ever may come to you according to your prarabdha, always 

peeping your mind fixed on your real purpose. Do not worry, 

b won't help you at all.” I was very much comforted that 

and from that time I have tried to follow the advice I 

t etl Sot- It has made me more indifferent than I was, 

anc? 1 am far better for it. 
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si 

■ ^anr "ou,d ask us point-blank, “Please tell «s som^ 
^..socles in your Mothers life so that we may have faith 

er too. I could never reply to these people, as my 

with was not based on any miracles she had done or extra¬ 

ordinary material powers displayed by Her in my presence. 

On two or three occasions I received some personal bene t 

Horn the very touch of Her hand, but when I tried to make 

the touch responsible for the benefit, Mother would not 

have it at all. She said, “I am always the same, I do nothing, 

like the Sun—others get the benefit according to their capacity 

and receptivity”. 

Once a gentleman came and accused Mother of not 
helping us all to be like Herself. Mother replied, “You 
are like a boy who tried to collect all the water of the ocean 
in a tea-cup, and when he found the cup could only hold a 
few drops accused the ocean of niggardliness; whereas the 
remedy was to come with a bigger container so that he 
might be able to hold all the water of the ocean in it. The 

Saint is here to give, but alas! where is the deserving person 

to take? One Saint can help millions to get Liberation but 
can scarcely find one fit to receive the benefit.” 

I met Mother at the beginning of my thirty-eighth year, 

from the very first day I wanted to be of service to Her 

though I felt diffident of offering myself. However 1 never 

missed an opportunity of trying to do something for Her 

and when I found anything for Her was waiting attention 

I undertook it and did it as carefully as I could. Sometimes 

Mother would say, “There’s no hurry, they will do it.” But 

wou reply, f am not of any use here, please let me do 

something. This would silence Her. As time went on I 

began to relieve others of work when I was there and 

When *r°n m^SC resPonsibility of some petty service- 

attended r ^earby 1 would keenly watch how Others 

not imnmv" Her, and would wonder whether I could 

was an^nvVr ^ Way they attended to Her. Mother 
3 ld at that time but would not ask for %ny 
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any service if She could do it Herself 
my aim not to allow Her to do • J,K 11 was always 
could do it instead. So when I r ""g f°r Herself >f I 
I met Her, I took upon myself somT^L* year after 
formerly done Herself, such as cleaningShe had 
preparing betel leaves, cutting betel „ut ^ tCeth' 
Her room neat and tidy was also my work Grad n° Tk"p 
pleased to find myself foremost of Her GraduallY I was 

had never cooked in my Ufe so ‘ P"’0™1 aUendants' 
was left to others „ r Th u’ ° prePar,nS food for Her 
was to others, as I thought that I might not be able 
to prepare tt properly, I found She liked my work and f 
for any reason I could not do it She would do it Herself 

When She fell seriously ill if nnv ^ • selt 

and I was not nearby, She would send for me. About ^ 
month before She passed away She became so weak that She 
could not turn over without help, and as I knew that She 
did not think others could help in these matters to Her 
satisfaction, I made it my first duty to be nearby day and 
night, always at Her beck and call. I used to sleep in the 
next room, but iny ears would be always in Her room, as 

it were, and the slightest noise, a sneeze or a cough, would 
awaken me and bring me to Her side. 

Long after She passed away I would wake up at the 

sound of a cough or a sneeze and would imagine that I was 

wanted, but would soon realize that She was no more. But 

this habit of noticing want of attendance has not dis¬ 

appeared entirely. When I sit in the Hall I notice some¬ 

times that some service for Bhagavan awaits being done and 

1 feel very uneasy, but yet do not venture to do it myself. 

One attendant seems to be always watching these things, 

and I find that when any service is necessary he does it. 

However, as soon as it is done I feel much happier. 

Mother had sometimes pain in Her legs, particularly the 

, one- Occasionally She used to press the muscles of Her 

.fgs Herself. One day I offered to massage them and declared 

9t 1 was an expert in the art during my boyhood, as 
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I had liked to do that sort of service for my father; Mother 

would not let me do it, but on several occasions afteT^ar s 

I insisted on Her giving me permission. She agreed. . 
after I would very often be at the job when I had no 
else to do. Mother sometimes used to sit on the ^ e 

Her legs hanging down. This I would take as an inV1^^ 
to massage Her legs, and I would be quickly at w r . 

Though I was the oldest of the attendants and a ^ 
Her for the shortest period, of all of us none cou e so 
free with Her as I ventured to be. When trave ing in 
trains ladies would come to the conclusion that d e \\as 
my own Mother. In this connection I have to admit tint 

my relationship with Mother was two-fold. I lost my own 

mother at two and though all my relations tried their best 

to compensate for the loss by showing extra-favours and 

attention to me, I had a secret feeling of want in the core 

of my heart which nothing could satisfy. Mother bestowed 

on me the attention a son receives from his mother and so 

She played with me, as it were, the double role of Guru 

and mother. So when I joined Her after leaving my rela¬ 

tions, their attraction could not divert me much. 

Mother had some favourite pithy sayings which She 

used to repeat as occasion required. One of these was 

-? Guru is suru (beginning).” She would say that unless a 

man can find a Guru in whom he can place the fullest faith 

he can not be said to have begun a religious life. Of course 

this is for ordinary people, not for those extraordinary people 

who reach the goal naturally without the help o£ any Guru. 

Many would come to Her and request Her to give diksha 

by mantra. Mother’s reply would be, “I do not know any 

tas. One person who was Her devotee since child' 

o° insisted on having some mantra and refused to be p«‘ 

So hp ° ot^er said> Tell me which mantra you lig¬ 

and 1 V rou®^ a booklet containing mantras for diks^a 
and selected one. Mother said, "Very well, go on 
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mantra, if you like it.” This is iIip • 
* ls llle o»ly instance of Her 

giving a mantra, if it can be called such 

Another favourite saying of Mother’s was "Firs, the 
association of a Guru and then absolm^ a- ’ • - cu , , . cu absolute dis-association. 

n TteeS leavc thdr P^vious associations 
on renunciation and then form a new association. So She 
would suggest that sadhakas should practise alone._ 

To a sadhaka Mother would say, "You will have to 
court death sooner or later. When it is certain that you 
must die one day, why don’t you die now when you are 
still alive, (i.e. let all your likes and dislikes be dead to you 
and remain as you really are, devoid of all vasanas). If you 
do this you will not have to die hereafter, and you will be 
in perpetual Bliss and Existence.” 

One favourite disciple of Mother fell seriously ill and 
when Mother went to see him, he said, “Mother, you asked 
me to die while I was still alive, but I could not. Now I 
am going to die at death. What a pity I did not follow your 
advice in time.” 

On many occasions the usual question about the com¬ 
parative strength of Predestination and Free-will was put 
to Her. She would always reply with special reference to 
the mentality of the questioner. So I found it very difficult 

to understand what Her opinion really was. Once I ques¬ 

tioned Her, saying, “Your answers to different persons have 
confused me.” She replied, “Tell me what you think about 

it yourself.” I said, “I look at it thus: In order to make 

an earthen pot both potter and clay are necessary. Clay 

is predestination and the potter is free-will. If both are 

8°od, the best results will follow, but the excellence of one 

can only partly make up for the deficiency of the other”. 

Mother said, “Yes, you are right. But you sec all these 

(luestions—in fact all questions—relate to, and are onh 
possible in the domain of Avidya. This matter-of-fact 

^°rfd is no Better than a dream. So what can be the 

standard of truth here? All questions have to be answered 
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himself 
so that the questioner may be helped to disillusion^ ^recx_ 
and extricate himself rfoni the region of Avidyn- ^uestjons 

your energies to knowing and finding yourself. ^'"ot^er in 
about Creation etc. would always be tackled by 

the same way without troubling to go into e wjt|1 

Shortly after 1 met Mother I passed one m ^ 

Her at Benares. While returning and waltI . c ic 
(^r«i lesson m 

train at the station I received my nrsL are >* j 
enquiry. Mother asked me, "Tell me w w wam 

replied, “You know all about me, what 

me to tell vou?” Mother said, “I know ^ ™ 
i i i .Vi j rinsed understanding mat 
do you know who you are? I ^ with some 
the question was not of the common , 
hesitation and after a few minutes’ deliberation I irep lec1, 

“I am a ShaktL" “What is the nature of that Shakti 
She asked again. But 1 was unable to reply. Mother said, 

“You are a grown-up man and are given credit for being 

an educated and intelligent person; is it not a shame that 

you do not know yourself?” I pleaded guilty of ignorance. 

Mother said, “Pursue the enquiry and find out yourself.” 

This set me thinking for a few days, but after 1 returned 

to Calcutta and became once more absorbed in various 

material pursuits I forgot. So the enquiry was not seriously 

taken up before I became a Sannyasin. 

A few months after my taking the robe, one day Mother 

asked me “What do you do when you sit for meditation. 

J replied, “I try to realize that in the world there is nothing 

to deserve my attention, so that 1 may thus obtain peace. 

Mother said, “You are attached to the world, and this asokt' 

must be put an end to by x’iraga. This is the second stage- 

But you must not stop here, you must not be attached 10 

virago either, it is but a means to an end. You must S° 

higher up and beyond both these and observe indillere"ce 

Ihc object in view is to make the mind waveless so ^ 

on the calm mind you may find the image of "J1 
reflected.” 
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Mother used to say, "I'ichara -.ml v.. 
J^nd-in-hand, the object in view being t0 “ "lust.S° 

Sometimes Sadhus make thP *ake the mind 

5l and end-all of theirs ^ ^ 

reflect where all this is leading them ' A Sa u,° 

fflay be looked upon as full of Vlraga, may be\Jched to 

soffle new object of attachment such as clotted hair or flowing 
beard or even the orange robe. If these make him J 

and he becomes fully occupied with the thoughts of these 

things, he is no nearer the goal in spite of his so-called 
renunciation. 

In order to make the mind quieter Mother would 

advise us to avoid temporal topics of conversation and would 

not tolerate us reading newspapers. She did not even 

encourage much reading of religious literature. She would 

say, "You are all self-realized, only a veil is obstructing the 

view. There are and may be thousands of ways of removing 

this veil, but one way is good enough for you. Take your 

hint from the Guru and follow one path alone. Knowing 

how to proceed to the goal in a dozen ways does not take 

you any nearer. You would be nearer by following one 

path alone. Read one or two books and follow the instruc¬ 

tions contained therein." 

The Bengali word “parah" has a double meaning, “to 

read” and “to fall". She would pun on this word thus: 

^ou are always falling (or reading); is not the time ripe 

tor you to rise up now?” 

Some Saints are credited with practising different kinds 

°f practices for reaching the same goal. Mother would say, 

There may be many ways from the plain leading to the 

Sl»mmit of the hill, but if anyone goes by one path to the 

he can discern all the other paths from above. So a 

”aint will be able to tell all about the different Sadhamis, 

^ ^ ts not necessary that he should have practised the 

e#rs *n order to be able to advise on them. 
Mother used to teach different ways of Sadhnna to 
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different people. She would, however give Pr°nl*^r firsl 
Jnanamarga, the path of Self-enquiry. One ent to the 

devotees, after having received his first less°ns* we^ho will 
Himalayas and on his return said: “1 ain e’. ears she 
practise and what?” When this reached M°lher 4 ^ £or a 

sent for him and look him to task for trying1®^ would 
realized sold and thereby defraud people. °£or d fnnm 

never tolerate any of Her devotees trying to Pass “Now 
and would at once expose them. She used l(> sa ’ 
a-days Sadhus read a few pages from the standard authots, 
commit to memory some verses and with this stoc ' in tact 
start a campaign for making disciples. 1 here is no iopi 

for such cheats.” 

Mother was a strict disciplinarian. She would not so 
much mind devotees in temporal pursuits doing something 

wrong, but would not at all tolerate it if we, who had re¬ 
nounced the world for Self-realisation, should violate Her 

definite instructions. It is for this reason that very few 
devotees could remain in Her good grace for long. She 

would say, ‘‘People do not come here for Self-realization, 

they come for other objects, and if you study their habits 

you will soon find that sincerity is wanting.” To an aspirant 

for Self-realization She would say, ‘‘Make up your mind and 

jump; do not look to the left or right, but swim. straight 

to the opposite bank, which is your goal.” Sometimes 

aspirants think that after Self-realization they are going to 

do this or that thing; for these, Mother held out no hope. 

A favourite disciple of Mother’s once said to Her “Mother, 

your standard in very high, this will attract very few, yo» 

are not likely to have many followers. Like the shreved 

peasant you should mix some oil-cake with the straw to m* 

seem attractive to the cattle.” Mother replied, “If 

d I h “r , tdl Wm the truth unalloyed 1 don’t «*« 

one iff a follor! 0l' not- 1 know this much, that if **» to 
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23 

mXL'x; ssLfs sat-»*• ■ 
‘“'“O'7n—. -W sarsrss 
can anybody else wme the life of a Saint? A Saint* life is 

the history of how his mind gradually merged in Brahma. The 

San t alone knows th.s, so there can be an autobiography but 
no life written by another.” 1 

An attempt was made by a disciple to write Her life 

and when this came to Her knowledge She tore the mss. to 

pieces, remark,ng, “You are trying to imitate the disciples 

ot . His life is full of absurd statements. In trying to make 
Him look larger they only succeeded in making Him a 

pigmy. You need not preach or tell others about me. If 

only one of you realize, that will be better than hundreds 
of preaching campaigns.” 

In the booklet containing Her sayings, it was sug¬ 

gested that a short sketch of Her life should be included. 

She Herself dictated* a few lines, saying afterwards: 

“This is in short my life. Never attempt to write the 

life of a Saint before you realize the Self. You are sure to 

commit mistakes and only mislead others. The end (i.e. 

period after Self-realization) of a Saint’s life comes to the 

notice of the public and His previous history is related, 

principally from conjecture or imperfect information. This 

*s the reason why a Saint’s life is full of misrepresentation. 

May my Mother forgive me if I have made any wrong 

statement herein. 

* See page 27 para. 2. 
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Mother was n poet by nature anti She cxmW ^ 

poems anti songs as freely and as quickly as . • thfm 
reciting ordinary compositions. Of course some ^ ^ 

would not stand the test of grammar or metre, sh(. 

lime of dictation nothing would be noticed On J ^ ^ 

would also sing the songs correctly without referen. 
She had dictated already. She had defect.ve eye_ gh^ ^ 

I met Her and could hardly read or write thong 

gla7t‘ is a pity that these songs have not been preserved. 

They were unadulterated versions of Her opinions on many 
r After 1 met Her I collected those composed m 

my presence during the last few years of Her life, some ol 

which are given below. The occasion for the composition 

of a sons‘would arise generally when giving advice to a 

devotee For example one devotee wrote that in spite of 

coming in contact with Her he was still engaged in remov¬ 

ing hunger and thirst and the other material wants ol his 

family. Mother dictated the following song in reply: 

‘‘Ponder deeply and there will be no hunger. 

You are in reality the great Brahman and exist as 

the Whole. 
You exist ever free, you are never bound, you aie 

always fully conscious—look at your true nature. 

You have no desire, anger, avarice, hate, shame or even 

fear of death—you are pure At via full of knowledge. 

You have lost knowledge of Self in duality—your ignor¬ 

ance is your own creation and you are in it. 

You have got no work to do, there is no virtue. 

dharma or adharma for you, neither birth nor iU*utb.j 

because you are changeless. 

You have no mind, no intellect, no spite nor ego. V("1 

uve no father, mother, wife, son nor fanid>; j 

fr: . efoolecl by the shadow of your mistake. H 

vour tlng y?Urself ljY y°ur own mistake you ha'1' 
y°Ur away fr„m the Sclf .. 
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) 

Amah,,- u, llCT ,lrat llaU ^ . 

h,S jy , """'.I if.-, having Either 
courage U, give fee ..to tali, lhcm „* in ri . 

.. "n “•-‘•'■■"K. To him She replied-^ 
See ami judge lor yourself wl,al you are doing in'this 
wilderness ol samstir, hmling no pleasure in it; 

by day the end is drawing near, what have you 
done to prepare lor ii? 

You have read the Vedas and Shmtras have heard 
about (he Truth, 

Bui your mind, illu.si(,.,ed by rnaya, is not yet awake 

and you have forgotten your own Self. 

By your own mistake you are playing the role of Jiva 

and courting birth and death times without number. 

Know for certain that you will surely die if you are 
born, 

No one lives eternally. 

So when there is yet time, be acquainted with your 

own Self and put an end to fear and death. 

Day is ending, give up play, and by disclosing your 

own nature destroy (he darkness. 

There is no pleasure in desiring sense-object,s; fame, 

position and wealth are all sapless. 

Touch the real source of happiness and thereby des¬ 

troying the monotony; drink (he nectar of content¬ 

ment which is your Self. 

There is an abode of Slumli where you can have rest. 

March on and on—Now is the time.’’ 

In reply to a song by a devotee which says that the 

I is always eluding his grasp, Mother dictated the follow- 

*ng song: 

Ascertain who you are— 

Always you are speaking of yourself as “1 , “1 . I • 

^re you the five elements, including (he akasha, or 

®ind, intellect, body or the vital forcer' 

^Js your name, what is your form and wheir do 

i? H 

I 
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Tell me whether you are desire, anger, avarice or 

illusion; 

Give me your acquaintance—are you purusha or prakriti, 

who is playing on the dramatic stage of maya? Ii 

is yourself who is playing and creating other players, 

father, mother and relations. 

Always the insatiable fire of desire is burning, hope is 

not quenched by sprinkling on it the water of enjoy¬ 

ment, the fire of tritap is always ablaze. 

You are pure, conscious, free and always exist; body, 

intellect and ego are your illusory imaginations, 

You are yourself Brahman by nature—see it by opening 

the eyes of knowledge.” 
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SRI BRAHMAJNA-MA 

Part Two 

Translation from 
Brahmajna-Mayer-Kaiha 

(Words of Self-realised Mother) 
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Nirvan Math—Deoghar 

171 I915 after the demise o 
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Pari Two 

t, 

Brahmajna—Mayer—Katha 

(H 'or(Is of Self-Realised Mother) 

(7;anslation from the edition published in Bengali 

< U)J»g Saint's life and approvedI by Her.) 

PUBLISHER’S FOREWORD 

T'r I^U/T’^U)SC distinctions (upadesha) and words about the 

/ atyakatha) are published in this book was born, 

0” i ^ ^algoon,. the nth day of the bright fort- 

W e^a<^as^‘) *n 1286 B.S. (corresponding to 1879 

v.,88° c at Bitara (P‘ s- Kachua, P.O. Sachar) in the 
^stnet o lippeia (Bengal) as the and daughter of late 

aya -'haran Chakravarti. Kadamvini Devi was the name 

0i\en lei by the parents. She was married when she was 

8 years 4 months of age and became a widow within a year 
and a half. 

She was naturally given to discrimination and was 

always engaged in the search of spiritual Truth. From Her 

childhood She used to think: (i) “Where does a human being 

go and in what state does he remain after death, and whence 

does he come?” (ii) “In nothing can peace be found in this 

world; what, then, is real peace?” In such thoughts would 

she become immersed. And lastly such thoughts as (iii) “Who 

am I? What is this body, mind or Alma?” used to engage 

Her. These are the three stages of Her Sadhana. With 

out the help of books or Gurus, by dint of discrimination 

and search for Truth She tore asunder the meshes of Maya. 

overcame all doubts and attained Self-realization.” 

She was not keeping good health now and so resided 

mostly at Deogher (Baidyanath Dham in Bihar). In the 

banter she remained at Puri (Jagannath Dham in Orissa) and 

0ccasionally went home also. 

Brahmajna-Ma”, “Devi Ma”, “Thakurani ’, “Ma”, etc., 

re •names by which she is known in different places. Her 
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instructions pregnant with sound meaning (Saragarbha upa- 

clesha) have done good to many. for the benefit of seekers 

of Dharrna some of these are collected and printed. ^ anY* 

one is benefited by them, 1 shall consider myself amply 

rewarded. Sri Brahmajna Ma’s knowledge of the language 

is poor Bengali. Her language has not been altered much, 

so there is no elegance of style in this book. It is hoped the 

wise reader will excuse this defect turning the mind towards 

the spirit and sense. 
Dhirendra Nath Sen, 

Publisher. 

13th Aswin, Thursday, 
Mahalaya, 1339 B.S., 

Calcutta. 
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Chapter I 

T EACKING s 

"d « mfatuated with desires P'"eSS and bliss' for mard 

Che wonder i 

men are monai *ey no" that 3,1 

The world ^suifeal'ts thi^hC reflmed in water. 
world is unreal is 

Self iT? f°rem0St and fundaraental means of realizing the 

», i hX’”"' ho” ™ X 
T * 5 

quireH ,S rCt reTning a,Kl trUe knowledSe that are re¬ 
quired. When true knowledge dawns, there remains nothino 

b° give up or to get hold of. Without knowledge there can 

n° salvation. Knowledge is essential for real peace 

p. d 
tlie 10111 tlle standpoint of knowledge there is One’, from 

In theandp0i“l <>f lGVe (Prenia) ‘,J W() a,,(l ()1 d vs ire ’Many'. 
and in ^ ^eeIing only One exists, in prenia—Two— Bhagavan 

•iW’ 1 6 ^evotee» and in desire Man y exist in the form of 
QcIy, my relations and ‘my* house, etc. 
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derstand tlie effort to cross the 
tty the term dharma I 1,11 ‘ f Qne jias COme into this 

sea of this world of creation. ‘ ^ u ana return to the 

world is a wrong notion; to gi 

origin is dharma. ^ 

• the mind one idea after 
As bubbles rise in water, so1 ^ ^ mind from one 

another floats to the surface * objects disappears the 
object to another. When desire for ob|^ ^ becomcj 

mind gradually becomes cpnet. . 
quiet, it becomes possible to approach the Sell. 

Men say—we practise dharma-yet they don’t dive deep 

and *t they1 are really doing in its name They do 

not try to and cannot understand whether by what they are 

doing they are practising dharma or getting any benefit 

Throughout their lives they observe some rules of actions and 

prohibitions, but never examine how far they have progressed 

by these practices. For want of discrimination they cannot 

do it. Without reasoning and discrimination dispassion does 

not grow and without dispassion there can he no dharma. 

10 
Earnestness alone is what is wanted. All religious 

rules and practices are for getting that, \yithout such 

sincere earnestness everything is useless. 

i i 

We should realize that the world is unreal. Without 

giving up desires no one can purify the mind, and without 

puiification of the mind that conviction cannot grow. 

12 

Why is there the fear of death? This is because "1 

b,rth "™t5 nOUOnS ln Seed fom) left over from prey0* 

and suffered ™bVb,T'l ^ eXperienCed d<T “"V 
latent state and ,1,' '■ These notlons are in the ml 

18 ls whY the talk of death rouses lea1 * 
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No happiness is equal to that of Samadhi and „o sorrow 

greater than death. As the bliss of Samadhi cannot be 

described, so the pain of death cannot be put into words. 

J4 
Too much sleep is not good. Already there exists the 

sleep of ignorance, so why court sleep? Men pass away peace¬ 

ful and beautifully calm nights in sleep alone, when night is 

especially suitable for meditation on the Self. 

Enjoying sexual pleasures is like taking a sweetened ball 

of poison. Nothing covers the Self as much as this. The 

more this desire fades away, the thinner will be the cover. 

16 

Men think they understand and know everything, but 

what is this understanding of theirs when they still lack the 

power of fine reasoning? By correct reasoning the bondage 

of the mind is cut asunder then and there. 

>7 
Men consider sexual instinct as bad in its gross mani¬ 

festation. Decrying it in this way is not going deep enough, 

for they still enjoy the inclination inwardly. As long as this 

state of mind continues sexual impulse will not be checked. 

To understand that there is no real pleasure in it is the correct 

understanding. 

18 

As long as it is thought that an object is pleasurable it 

?nnot ke given up. When sense-objects are regarded as 

^ngerous and distasteful, like snakes and poison, none will 

reea.Sor<V to give them up. When it is understood by correct 

Cov^nin§ fur from being pleasurable the sense-objects 

poiso^6^ ^Hss and peace, then they will be regarded as 

n and it will be an easy affair to give them up. 

; tieJ^tlciPation of the fulfilment of desire does not allow 

| y rest» it seduces men by promising pleasure but can- 
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t:cipati0,i 
not give it. Happiness cannot be had unless ai Qf 

of the fullilinent of desire is given up. Renun antjci- 

hopc alone can lead to peace. The more one ^‘vCSj:>onndage. 
pation, the more one’s mind becomes relieved from 

.... . 2° , .r t.lkes credit for good 
whal an error of reasoning! I taK aCtions, or 

actions and throws the blame on you tm made reSpon- 

in other words, when a sin is committed, credit 
sible as the doer, but when a good act is performe * 

is claimed by T aS doer. Either say God » n»*ng Y™ 
do all acts, good and bad, or say all is due to your 

21 
Even an iota of sincerity is good. There is no double¬ 

dealing in sincerity. Many a man says, I had a min to 

take to religion but could not do so because of such and 

such a person.” If there is a thirst for truth, this kind of 

self-deception cannot occur. If the real thirst for truth grows 

no one can throw obstacles in the way. I he fact is that 

sincerity of purpose is totally absent; otherwise would a man 

take poison to comply with the request of another? 

22 

In childhood how eager men are to get dolls! But 

when they grow they lose this eagerness. Similarly when the 

eye of knowledge opens, the sense-objects of samsar are 

looked upon as silly dolls. The mind gets no peace from 

them. This samsar is a place for fun and jokes but there is 

no permanent happiness in it. 

23 

I he more one gives up the more one gets. When all b 
gnen up, ALL is achieved. 

.... . 

virtnp 7,/,<<>mc!; a,1<1 3(,Cs divested of everything except 

annh ” "‘“L Al death -"an docs not take with hi® 

the minriT"’ ^ ^ menlal Preelections go with him- 
6 mmd the seeds desire for .sense-objects remain* 
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Impelled by the idea of duty win, , 

actions are done by man! In reality m r and mean 

according to the inclination of his own m' P,Crf°nns. actions 

pretends to be doing his duty. On account p "d "! the8e 

- ■st—.- *- -sr-Sx 
26 

Will is at the root of every thine it n . 

“ deed, w.ll >S a,: the root. That you warn to know the 

Truth « your w.ll and that you are occupied with unrea 

things is also your w.ll. Where there is a will there is a way 

27 
A Jwa can be a Shiva by will. If one is earnest about 

the attainment of 1 ruth one is not afraid of misery and hard¬ 
ship and no impediment is felt. 

28 

The thought of death brings about renunciation. For 

an aspirant the thought of death is a means of advancement. 

29 
It is said that hate, shame, fear, esteem and nobility are 

to be given up. A lunatic has none of these, but is he a 

^dhu for all that? The meaning of the saying is this—that 1 

J ile following the religious path, an aspirant should be in- 

erent and feel no shame at what others say, be afraid 

no one and be indifferent to esteem and social position. > 

Ai 3° 
This wa?yS ponder over the transitoriness of the world,^ 

"'ll cut asunder maya and ignorance (moha). "'\ 

for sense1 'l S° ^ckle-mindeH and so much engrossed in desire 

^future ^eCtS dlat cannot even for a moment look at 

^ays bus does not know what will happen next and is 

'M, he^ WUh the Present. If he could think with a quiet 

C°ldd understand something-but where is the 

\ y 
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. unslcady because of desires that 

time for it? His mind ■ moinent. 
lie cannoi think coolly U 

p- i This samsara is the p aY' 
What a world of indite 10 • ^ ^ ^ many kinds of 

ground of ignorance.. 1,1 “ ‘ irnals there are dilfcteni 
animals. For, as amongst the 1>0 ainongsl men ihcre 

species such as horses, ^^ninent, but the beastly ele- 

is a difference of diess a . f t|lC human iacc. 
ment predominates in the majoiit) 

.. 

y s-& r, sk-u. .—- - 
not give up his kaupin (loin doth.) 

Though you*™*® jfj want ot the knowledge of the 

STi^longings are in the possession of other, n 

35 i 
Always you think-“I exist”. Every moment your body 

and mind are changing, but in the midst of all these changes 

the unchangeable notion-'I exist’ persists. Ecu never th 

I do not exist’. This awareness of ‘1 exist is the rel e 

of the real ‘I am’. 

36 e 
When children play ‘turning round’, they see the 

hut, door, etc., revolving. Your mind is unsteady on ^ 

of your desire for sense-objects, so you cannot see tin 

Reality. Be steady and you will find the Truth. 

Renunciation is peace. Some say—remunciatu”1 

the mind so it does not matter if renunciation is 11 °l( 

into effect materially; but this is a want of straight-^ ¥ 

ness. If renunciation is in the mind why should 11 ' 
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carried into practice? Those who have fiol ^ 
both inside and outside alone can he , renunc*ation 
renunciation. sa,d l(> have real 

What is the power of kundalini ? u r\ , 

it is found to be nothing but a .strong ,1 • °‘Se y examined 
Self’ The awakening of *e 

intense; when this desire becomes strong- a civ,'., ^ ‘ 'esirc 

in the flow of the breath antl working the^ 

30 

By fault everything becomes possible. Sincere f,i,h 

wanted. If a man believes in the Truth of the At ‘ r ‘S 

ke finds no difficulty in making an effort for it ZVtZ 

t KWh , Te °nC getS tever does not take diet 
forbidden by the phys.c.an; for this trifling hotly there is so 

much eagerness and for its good you ret,tore so much faith 

Stmtiariy . any one should be convinced of the existence of 

Alma, could he remain without trying to realize it? Men 

believe m transitory sense-objects but do not believe in the 
same way in the everlasting reality— Atma. 

4° 

Error ts the cause of all grief. In the case of grief if the 

«use is understood grief disappears. But inability to find 

„ c“se 18 at the root of grief. So the more the error the 
more the grief. 

41 

fbg more y°u keep it a secret the stronger it will grow” 

self °rC you ^eeP y°ur attainment of the realization of the 

it to otrUrSelf’ t^le more it grows in strength. By disclosing 
ers’ *ts intensity diminishes. 

Many xav u ^ . . 
Sarn$arf -pj/ Wc can’t renounce samsar.'' What is this 

mind nothing that is samsar—it is an illusion 

C<^ to « • U^t on desires. In the absence of desires samsar 
0 e*ist. 
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1 ' 
I he spider spreads its web and becomes ensnared and 

consequently suffers. Similarly, man also builds his sam.sar 
b>- his desires and predilections and suffers because c is 
bound to it. 

Through enjoyment, the desire for enjoyment never 
ceases. When clay sticks to your foot can it be cleaned oil 
by rubbing on more day? 

•15 
^ hat is renunciation or possession? When you realize, 

you will understand that there is nothing to give up or get 
hold of; what exists always exists. Only one ‘Grand 1’ 
exists. 

-lb 
If there is want of discrimination and dispassion in the 

mind scriptures or books arc of no avail. Those who have 
the thirst for knowledge alone can be benefifted by these. 

47 

. 1 l,C™‘,dM""1 of « like that ol a poor and mean 

rhST'' ^ha,te'C' m,C hc gCtS’ gives him satisfaction. In 
eniomenr of re,U ki"ds °f distress of "'is samsar a lmlc 
enjo>ment of pleasure makes him content. Having the 

48 

forsaken. Whence ^^ minor desires arC 
directions are not seen& All i^' ln. °ne direction. othcr 
it is understood by dint of r ° -^ deslres arc checked when 
Atma is the only real it v • c lscllrnhiation and dispassion that 
strong. y ancl the desire to realize it becomes 

^en say, “This ^ 

me 11 appears that nothinT^853^’ thaL is netesi>ar>; bU|J 
S ls necessary except salvation; oft 
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necessities are only so-called, but the necessity for Self-realira- 
tion alone is true. 1 

port their'feetr stMl Th™ h ^ eartH 1101 there l° SUP‘ 
Similarlv rhn i 1Cy hdVC 110 attachment to the earth. 

ftTs not orn S mKney iS necessar>'fo1' the sustenance of life, it is not proper to be attached to it. 

51 

you hear different. opinions from different sadhus. This 
,s because one man can only tell you as far as lie has under¬ 
stood and fo> him that is the true standard. Actually the 
hnal 1 ruth is neither dxuaita nor ndwaila, but devoid of both. 

What seems Hue in the dream stale is found to be un¬ 
real on waking. Similarly what is regarded as real in the 
waking state is known to be unreal when the mind becomes 
still and knowledge of Truth is achieved.. This is the evi¬ 
dence to prove that the waking state is as unreal as the dream 
slate. . 

Renunciation of material objects is not real renuncia¬ 

tion. Giving up of attachment is true renunciation. 

54 

Many men think that as the sadhus have renounced 

everything they should have no necessity for food and cloth- 

wg. This is a mistake. It is not correct to think that by the 

very fact that one is a sadhu one’s body will be immune from 

decay and growth—the characteristics of a body. Of course 

lde sadhus have no connection with the decay and growth of 

^attachment to the body, but as long as their bodies exist, 

.characteristics of bodies will also remain with the neces- 

Ml' for food, rest, etc. 

A a 
cl0se#p devotee while taking the name of God (Hari) hut 

sted on occasions of charity”. Many men like to be 
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known us virtuous but they find themselves in an awkward 

position when any suggestion of renunciation is made. 

56 
Dualism is a step to Monism. Those who are unable to 

understand the Adwaita doctrine can reach that knowledge 

57 

through Dualism. 

Many say that it is necessary to work for ones own 
country. This cannot be denied, But there is no greater 

\\ work for one’s country than to meditate for Self-realization, 

as the Self is the true ‘native land . 
58 

Reason the Truth of the Self by the brain and feel it 
by the heart. The heart is the place for feeling.. The idea 
of Truth automatically grows in a pure mind.. Cordial 
earnestness is the means. For this purification of the mind 

is necessary. 

59 

Purity in talk, deed and thought, and good company are 
the means to develop the thirst for Truth. 

60 

The narrow mind is broadened by renunciation alone. 

Mind becomes narrow and weak when it is overpowered by 
spite, blame, fame, honour, sex impulse and anger. Know 

it for certain that the power of renunciation is the great 

power. Giving up the homestead and house is not renuncia- 

derires' "P Sp‘te’ blame’ famc. honour and 

bt 

talking »« ensnares a man and habit releases him. By only 

H one'w she ^ »ie Adwai.a 

unless one dies m'IhTlorld °"e mUS' ^ ."'hiU' 
one cannot realize it. 
62 

is not distinct wvf ^aVC r*ses 011 the water, one's reflect!011 

When Wa*r becomes waveless it can re** 
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disappears'and*'.u ‘f the mind becomes still, all delusion 
torn, and the Self ^ 10^S doubts in the heart become 

realized Truth ^ rea lzec*' Then no doubt can destroy the 

creates waves. Tf tu - \ C Sea of mind the breeze of desires 
becomes calm. 1S leeze can be st°pped, the sea of mind 

self faTsurely make C°nqUer dea-th for him" 
surely correct7 but he conquer his death.” This is 

death, who ha’s sufficient" Z oZZ" 
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p O F, M S 

I 
Supreme lustre am I, I’m everlasting, good; 

Fully aware am I, devoid of death, decay, 
r _«. 1 TiinnlP 

I have not any rear. i nave not any rear. 1 am eternal, whole 
And free from throhs of thought. No intellect have T, 

No body nor a mind—my real natmes Bliss. 

No hunger, neither thirst, not ego have I got, 
No wish have I—l am free from every sort ol change; 

No father, mother, son or family have I; 

No duty, birth no death doth appertain to me. 
9 

In this wilderness of samsar ’t is for whom 

That you are looking? No relatives 

Arc really yours, who caught within the net 

Of this false may a have forgot the Truth 

Of your own Self. Just find out who you are! 

You wanton with the billows of desire 

Thinking that they are yours. But never once 

You think of who you are, whence you were born, 

And what are parents, what are relatives, 

And what your friends? When in this dream, woven 

By false desires, the actor’s part you play, 

You have forgot the knowledge of the Truth: 

In this dark mire of grief now lying drunk 

You never try to find out your own Self. 

who are you who are wandering about 

Lost in samsara’s forest? Pray enquire 

Your life is no m 1 7 honour- wealth, 

-- 
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J his moment you may die and have to leave 

AH that you now hold dear. Then pause and think, 
Try to remember where you were before. 

There, in your beloved home, you always found 

Tremendous love and dearest mother’s care 

You had one day this mother to forsake 

So you might lie in the cremation-ground. 

When death’s victim you fall, where then will be 

Those sweet discourses with your lady love? 

You've lost your true awareness because you 

Have fallen victim to the influence 

Of anger, lust, illusion, and now lie 

In darkness that's created by desire. 

Lost in the mirage of unreal hope 

You have forgotten your own Self and have 

Been suffering from the pangs of sorrow, birth 

And agony as well. The pride of wealth, 

Honour and youth and body, all will be 

Crushed in between the jaws of frightful Death. 

Persons as dear to you as your own life, 

Like dream will vanish utterly away, 

You’ll never see them more. For ’t is the truth 

That you had families many times before. 

Whither have they now gone? Just think of this! 

_Vithin this sleep of ignorance you dream; 

nends, parents, brothers, these do not belong 

Cnjo your real Self. They only are 

* ong as you a body shall possess 

i,n *n lt dwell within this seeming world; 

A^o * 'ViUbe entirely forgot 
Whii°n 3- 11 •S utter]y destroyed. 
They SpCtm® ‘n this playhouse of snrnsnr 

Then SUC® to Pby the roles of friends and foes, 

the nn!l thce! vanish 1uite away. 
* y°ur 0 * , I ruth go forward straight 

11 °me. Why wander you in vain 

\ 
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Within this forest of black ignorance? 

By pouring Wisdom’s water on the fire 

Of your desires you may put it out. 

Let knowledge and dispassion go with you 

And be your guide. Pushing off inayas pall 

Kindle the lamp of knowledge to give light 

(Jnto your heart. Immediately throw off 

The rubbish of this world, then only can 

You rest for ever in the home of Peace. 

4 
Deeply absorbed within that place which is 

Ever-existing, in dhyana sit 

And sing unto your ownself your own song: 

In that essence of bliss remain immersed 

Looking at all the tricks of your own Self. 

Yourself search for your ownself and then be 

Enamoured of yourself, taking firm stand 

Yourself upon your own legs all the while. 

There’s no one that exists except yourself, 

This snmsar’s nothing but a magic show; 

You are the ocean playing with its waves; 

Calming these waves seek your own Self and then 

Turn back again to look on your own Self. 

Being entrapped within the magic coils 

Of nature’s meshes you forgetful are. 

Now, be acquainted with your real Self. 

In thought invariable, the Atma you, 

Devoid of ever)' change by nature worked. 

Be, then your Self, your own! 

Submerged in darkness of the" Ignorance 

?Lh<’,;iOU'; ame and wealth you have mislaid 
1 he knowledge of the Truth. Your wishes are 
Never fulfilled, sadnness ne'er disappears 

.expectations never at an end 

hlD the dreadfld meshes of maya 
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You are ensnared, lost in oblivion 

You never pause to find out who you are- 
Whence to the world you’ve come 

That time when body ceases to exist ^ y°u11 g0 

Full many times you have been born before 

In the samsar. Parents and brothers friends 

And also w.ves, who and where are they now? 
In fetters of a slave your legs are tied 

And by the sense of duty you are bound- 

What duty have you got within this world? 

And for whose happiness is it you roam ’ 

With many tears? Who’ll take you ’cross the sea 
Of this Creations In samsar you play 

The role of actor. No one’s really yours! 

Those whom you now so lovingly bring up 

With money earned, when once you come to die 

Will put the fire at last within your mouth. 

On him who’s firmly bound within the net 
Of may a of his family, the Sun 

Of Knowledge never will pour forth its light; 

For under the control of anger, spite, 

Desires and malice and all such is he; 

And on his neck for ever remains bound 

The seal of dreadful Death. 

6 
^our wanderings in samssar all are due 

Fo the allurement of expectancy. 

Remember who you are and whence you come. 

*°rgetting your real home; lost in the dark 

^ Ignorance, for sake of wealth, men, youth, 

qj. transitory things, and though the end 

q ,l^ must come in the cremation-ground, 

U1^^ ^Va> st^ You d° not come 

Ben° y°Ur senses- Always wavering 
Qf eath the influence of your desires, 

^Hgcr and of covetousness, you 

43 
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place poison’s hitler cup nnio your lips 
In preference to the nector that is there. 

7 
Von, who are born to Karinas lies a slave, 
Who are you, whence do come and whither go? 

Desire and anger, avarice and love, 
Enchanting youth, fame, honour, wealth are all 

The dream of expectation. Know for sure 

That certain death doth stare you in the face. 

Wife, son and family resemble naught 
Pm stray acquaintances that you’ve picked up 

Upon the way. The knowledge of Truth lost 

You have forgotten your own Self and are 

Enduring weal and woe and pangs of birth. 
8 

Oh, thou who art an ignorant Jiva, 

Give up men, money and expectancy! 

by lighting up the lamp of knowledge bring 

Enlightenment within, be quick to rise 

Up from the darkness of black ignorance; 

Seek the abode of Bliss where there exists 

Not a distinction between “mine” and “thine”, 

And throw away all hate, and shame, and fear! 

And for your ignorance there’s not a doubt 

Others will make a laughing stock of you. 

He who is tinder influence of ire, 

Desires and avarice can never be 

Free from his bondage. Father, mother, wife, 

Brother and family and also son— 

AH ties by maya wrought—cut them away 

ftnRh^CTnati°n’S keen-edged blade. ' 
lHe b,°d^ldea must first give up 
Hum,hate the ego, lift the v J P’ 

That leads'to" PeaceCteThl0ng ^ Pat'’ 

Whi" <•*« -. 

/ 

you 
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Don i look to anyone—remain unmoved! 

i here at your goal is found no happiness, 

No misery nor any turmoil there. 

1 is alvvays qwiet, calm—seat of pure bliss. 
Religion, irreligion, birth or death, 

Virtue or vice, the threefold bondage of 

Dark misery, the scope for more than one 

Or absence of this scope, besides knowledge 

Of all duality, there don’t exist. 

The Supreme Self alone, 't is That that is! 

J 
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Ranchi, 8th Falgoon. *335 
B.S. 

of misery; to expect 
love To expect anything is the cause love 

nothing is peace. There can be no misery w 

without expectation. As far as you think “'"regard some 
own, so far you suffer sorrow from him. ,r ; can 
one as your own without expecLing anything t ere 

no cause of sorrow. The closer the relations ip 

one the severer the sorrow through him. ie causc ° 
r is the expectation of happiness—so renunciation use sorrow 

is peace. . 
Those very pleasures of sex and wealth which seem to 

be so full of nectar to the indiscriminating man are regarded 

as nothing but the droppings of a crow by a wise man. 1 he 

same thing becomes poison or nectar with the change of cir¬ 

cumstances. 

What I am writing to you is my mistake—iriaya. Who 

are you? Who am I? Iam what you are and you are what 

I am. The reason for the assumption of different forms is 

oblivion of the reality of Self. Creation originates from Me 

and merges in Me. 

Tell me who is the Cause or Doer of this Creation; And 

why the phenomena of creation, preservation and destruc¬ 

tion are evidenced: — 

Who dies and who is born? 

Why disease, grief, decay and agony are suffered? 

Also who is it that works? Who is it that enjoys happiness? 

And who becomes contented? Who suffers 

And who wanders in the current of expectation? 
And who is known as Jwn ? 

wL° are r?-GiVe mc your identity! 
Who are the mtnd, intellect and ego?_tell me! 

s misery? 
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Weakness ls the cause of all unhappiness. Give up 
"enknt.ss and proceed to get freedom. Man becomes 

)'Ca ' ' 1 ,,nking repeatedly that he is weak. You have 

mitted 
/ got that 

always. 
ake you weak.' taking shelter 

m cowardice and weakness you have become weak. 

I he true purport of this freedom can not be realized 
by reading books, treatises or shastras or from verbal instruc¬ 

tion, it is ones own innate nature and one must realize it 
by one’s own meditation. It cannot be found in anything 

lying outside. According to his karma a man gets his power, 

knowledge and intellect. I he manifestation of knowledge 
and intellect varies according to one's karma. Limited 

karma manifests only limited knowledge and intellect. Man 

limits himself, who can. himself, be infinite. Do not con¬ 

sider want of discipline the same as freedom. They are not 

synonymous. Strength alone is the way to develop un¬ 

shackled power. Because man has forgotten his ownself he 

has become weak. If he turns his vision from outwards to 

his ownself, all weakness will end and freedom will be 

manfest. 

Karma is the cause of birth and death. Man gets bound 

by karma and gets liberation when karma’s sway disappears. 

Expectation ensnares a man—his full contentment is on 

lhe other side of hope and despair, (i.e. indifference to both.) 

3 
Man cannot be quiet and so cannot think over a matter— 

Cam,ot even form an idea. If he could think over a matter 

.jahmly he could understand and form an idea of everything, 

o* lfason for a man’s mind being unstable is the waves 

iyjaiiesires- So renunciation is the means of being quiet. 

«n. Unahle to conceive of a state beyond that which he is 

he thinks it to be his true state. The boy thinks 
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boyhood U. be true, the young man also takes yoj>th^ 

equally true, whereas the old man considers^ ystates is 
same light. In reality, however, not one or • ^ state 
true—they are mere changes of the same state, dcamingand 
which is beyond the three stages of wakeful. , nd birth 

deep sleep, be fully known to a man, he 8 after that 
and death. It is true that man sometimes ^ h£ wants it 

state, but lie cannot get at the desne J t as a nlall 
while remaining bound to hts present s ■ he w;shes to 
who is looking to the front has to look b £ form an 

sec things lying behind him, so l c " withdrawn from its 
,dea in another direct,on un c^ ^ knowledge are 

existing engagements. Man dreaming. does he consi- 
dependent on his state _ ^ awake the dream 

“ S. -JZL state alone is regarded as 

mte'just as while dreaming the dream state alone appears t 
be'true The question is-which of these two states ,s trues 

The fact is that man regards that one to be the teal state in 

which he is at the time, but the same state appears unreal as 

soon as it is finished. Argument and reasoning are depen- 

dent on his state, one course of reasoning sets him fiec whik 

the other binds. Reasoning of the controlled mind liberates 

whereas that of the unbridled mind binds him. 

If a man can meditate on, What am 1? What is the 

body? What is mind? Then he can get beyond the darkness 

of ignorance and know the Root Cause. Just as a well-- tog 

wanting to know what the sea is like while still stopping 

his well, fails to do so, refusing to believe in the ver> 

tcnce of the sea, so also an unliberated man fails to 111 |l ^ i 

stand salvation and thinks it a figment of the imagn1*1 ^ 
Jf one wants to know one's ownself, that is to go ,)V 

cycle of birth and death, the thing can not he a^'^jjijiin 

mere argument, that state can only be obtained by s 

the mind. a 

Once a drunken man, who was trying to pllhl 
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straiffhr”1 ,lis roacl is curved. I am making it 

movements of'hfc" d£,nka'?' a.Plou8hman> while "wki"S 

am swimming across a v ■" S"','mmln8 0,1 a »«. 
a pain in hi i . river. As a result the first had 

but neither wahsetheand ^ SeC°nd h‘S body ful1 of b,uises. 
held. Sirnil'ifi / 10ad curved nor was there water in the 
to be real m l y,CUC t0 lgnorance, man considers this sarnaar 

over ajTn ” 'hc |iain of bil Lh “d death over and 

death 7^|a,C ot °l)I,no" that it is impossible to conquer 

In some i r/ r "11°n^‘ 's Hu*tc possible to conquer death. 

it does no, Tl U' P°Wer manifcsts itself whereas in others 
oes not. I he reason for this is that one’s power is man.*- 

' 1,1 Proportion to one’s efforts. The greatest efforts 
awaken the greatest power which alone can conquer death 

and take one beyond the cycle of birth and death. Many 
men think thus, “As I do not' possess this power, then no one 

else can have it.’’ As a crow when it wants to hide food 
closes its eyes and thinks, “As I can’t see it no one else can”, 

so these men devoid of powers consider all others powerless 

like themselves. But it is highly improper to judge others 
according to one’s own standard. The state which is beyond 

the imagination is regarded by some as nothing but imagina¬ 

tion. How can a person caught in the net of imagination 
form an idea of the state beyond the imagination? 

Man does not think even once whence he came and 

whither he is going; who has come and who is going; what 

is birth and what is death; what is expectation and what is 

rustration; what am I and what is my ignorance, weakness 

jlnd fcais; what is that power which comes and goes, sees and 

lears? One can only say definitely whether it is possible to 

thes^UC1' dcadl 01 not after one knows the root cause of nil 
tor'T'\ ^w^cn fl,csc questions have been solved salisfac- 
the • venture an opinion before this is done, is like 
tbe ^Co^erent talk of a lunatic. Or as in a dark room where 

resence of snakes, frogs, and a hundred other things is 
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imagined, but when the room is lighted all these ghosts 

vanish. 
4 

A mother loves her son and wants his good. Even if the 

son happens to be stupid the mother’s love remains the same, 

though the mother feels sorry at heart, for the son’s stupidity. 

1 

When I remain away from my own Self 

Then 1 look upon you as a son, 

But when I dive deep into my own state 

l consider you nearer than ‘mine — 
(As) then distinctions like T and ‘You’ no longer remain, 

And you merge in me and unite in one whole. 

On rolls the day, the night and Time— 

Thou art man, yet thou dost not come to thy senses. 

How often am I to repeat, (the same thing)? 

Alas! Thou dost not wake up from thy midnight dream. 

Thou art senseless in the darkness of ignorance— 

Thy boyhood has passed and thou art in youth. 

All of a sudden senility and death will come— 

Hast thou ever thought over these problems well? 

Otherwise how art thou passing they days in (improvident) 

happiness? 

3 
Open your eyes but once and see 

How long will this life of youth last? 

You have been forgetful of your ownself, 

Spell-bound as it wrere in the enjoyment of material objft1' 

Fleeting like a dream is the sun of your happiness; 

It will in its turn be eclipsed by Time. 

When the mirage of illusion ceases to appear, 

girth, death and fear will be your slaves. 

When will that auspicious day dawn 

hat Will awaken in you discrimination and dispa»>011 
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5 
this pilch darkness, the darkness of snmsnr, your mind has 

sunk 

Ve; t,1,lsr •einiuns unquenched, only kindling (further) 

T"2' (Wfh,le you) forget your ownself. 
aj ‘ f C, ° Us recurrence many times, 

6 aikness °f y°or ignorance does not yet 
disappear. 

s,nal/™a/Irta,n P!aCC a man lived in a hut. This hut was 
and 1-nnT-l a man S was aPso sma^- His niind, intellect 
in teller i ' C a11 narrow and his mind with its limited 
ntellect could form no idea of the existence, outside his 

hut, of so many spacious localities and huge activities; 
nor could he think there could he great feelings beyond the 

narrow limits of his mmd. He used to think it his prime 

duty in life to be confined within these narrow limits. 

This man of meagre intellect did not even think once 

whether it was his duty to remain within the limits or to go 

beyond them. Living as he was within the narrow precincts 

of his dark hut, where could he get the power of thinking? 

If he could once get out of his dark hut, only then would 

the great expanse of sky fall within his vision. If any one 

should come to him and ask him to look at what lay beyond his 

set limits he would say, “I am now very busy with the many 

activities in my hut, how can I find leisure to go out to see 

and think? ’ He would always be afraid of this thought lest 

he should fail in his duty to his circle, and would not agree 
10 go out on any account. 

(He) does not understand what is good or bad for him. 

111 1‘ takes just the opposite view. 

^hat sort of plight is he? He is like the bee on the lotus 

/ .jf P^ture. Neither is his thirst quenched nor is he 

He has1^1^ Salisf,ed- 
ence ^OI renunciation lo strengthen him, nor indiffer- 

Andic ° *ense‘°bjects to help him. 
ln the chains of slavery. 
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Where will he get peace, and where contentment 
When his mind is being consumed with insatiable aesi ■ 
rell nic what is the good of such a petty life. 
Which never leaves room for feeling for the Universe:' 

The mind that feels for a small circle (i.e. relations etc) 

„hv does it not feel for the world at large? The mind 
which takes a small circle as its own, why does it not consider 
Lhe world as its own? The affection which is confined to a 

Iniali circle, why does it not spread all over the universe. 
The sense of difference is the cause of all sorrows. Should 

a man confine himself to this small circle? 
Self-knowledge will not dawn by mere study of books 

on religious science if one still remains in the darkness of 

.gnorance. Without Self-realization no one can even be 

content Self-realization is the only peace and contentment, 

rust think over and ascertain whether there are peace and 

contentment in the state in which you now are or in what 

you are now doing. You are a physician, you treat others m 

their illness, have you treated yourself in your disease of birth 

and death? Engaged in the attempt of removing the insa¬ 

tiable desires of this small circle, what else are you doing, 

fust as other serpents, through force of her hypnotic spe , 

enter the mouth of the she-serpent named Shankhim, so ai ^ 

you also gradually entering the jaws of Death. There is no 

certainty when Death will fully devour you. Even at this veh 

moment Death may swallow you up. 1 am surpiise ' 

\ou should be quite indifferent to this. ^ ^ 

Think for once of the great illusion you are in. 

of advancing sophistical arguments, argue with youi^ 

come to the right conclusion. By arguing with 

one can realize his own (true) nature, which is the 11 ( 

Only after a fight with his desire for enjoyment J,u 

mg it can a man realize his Self and shine as the jj, ^ 

You are living in a great illusion. Try to save y°l,rsC 

the grip of the enchantress Expectation. * 
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A N D 

ANSWERS 

Q- V\ho is a friend and who is a foe? 

A. Man himself is his own friend or foe. 

Q. Who is the nearest of the nearest? 
A. The A Una (SELF). 

Q. What is the ultimate good and what is material good? 

A. Knowledge of the Self is the ultimate good and fulfil¬ 
ment of desires is material good. 

Q. Who helps us along the path of Truth and who causes 
obstruction on the way? 

A. The Guru helps and relatives cause obstruction. 
Q. What shall a man do and what not? 

A. A man should realize the Self and should not be 

engrossed in fulfilling his (material) desires. 

Q. What sort of work should a Sannyasin do and what 
work is real work? 

A. That work which purifies the mind is real work and 

work for the maintenance of sammr is not real work- 
\ * . 

rather is it the cause of bondage. Even the work done 

for one’s country or for the public good does not help 

one to realize the Self. Purity in thought and word and 1 

meditation on the Truth, these are the real works which 

help the purification of the mind. As the object of a 

Sannyasin is to make the mind quiet he can have no 

other work but to serve the Guru and think or meditate 

(on the Self), for all other varieties of work increase the 

unsteadiness of the mind, they serve to do away with the 

!sturbance of the mind in one direction but create 
fresh disturbance in another. 
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• realize the Self 

rhe reaI obJect o£ lakinS M"T'5 ,S ‘ ,)V forgetting the 
by giving up the desire for sense-objects and } u 

unreal world. So the only duty of a Sannyasin 

all other activities except thinking and me itatin 

Self and serving and associating with tne f 

other actions besides these a Sannyasin may Pel 01,1 ’ 

pacifying the mind, they make the mind moie unsteacy. 

Many men harbour the wrong notion that w en a ln‘ln 

cannot pass all his time in meditation on the Se \t is c esii- 

able that he should devote the rest of his time to other kinds 

of work. Though a beginner cannot meditate on the Sell 

all the time, still if he does not pay attention to objects out¬ 

side his sphere, thoughts of other objects will not come to 

his mind. When a man is engaged in some work a stream 

of thoughts relating to this rise and fall in his mind and 

even when he sits down to meditate the pictures of that work 

keep on floating in his mind. 

Men who are calm and sagacious live with the Guru 

after taking Sannyas, as He repeatedly instructs the disciples 

to enable them to obtain salvation from the pain of birth and 

death by getting rid of the darkness of ignorance. The Guru 

alone, and not any one else, is the guide on the path leading 

to reflection, meditation and realization of the Self. A 

stream of cravings is always flowing through the mind for 

brother, friend and wife, son and others. Sunk in the pit of 

ignorance they do not want anything except the security of 

their enjoyment and luxury. That is why as soon as a nw11 

sets his foot on the path of Truth they put obstacles l'h 

thorns in his way, whereas the Guru serves as a tool to.£l" 

asunder the meshes of may a in the form of nescience. 

A Sannyasin should associate with his Guru :il ^ 

afterwards remaining all alone. Merely living in oUl"i^li 

contact with the Guru cannot be said to be real 

The meaning of real association is to be attracted 10 

heart and indifferent to other objects. Without this ^ 

element of love, outward service is no service, and •1SS( 
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no association. Scivim , 
love to the Gun, r:ni ;,sson;"10,1 with due faith and love to the Gun, ,, ‘ *'sso<,on vv"1' and 

Lion. A man imbibe then'u ^ 5,,ul ass°cia' 
thinks of. As inclination u ' y ° onc wl,0,n ,1(: constantly 

the mind by thinking „f them"!l*n'sl'en*' 0,Vects aPPea" in 

men, so Brahnianhood gradwiBv 7.w,th word,y 

constant remembrance of thoSehV7 °"C l l,rOUgh 
ciple stays with his Gun,a! his S, " m * ** 
Iessly, having no faith in Him In with h “"7 T" 

other dn-eettons, he cannot p„ssess even a drop of the nectar 
of 1 ruth. 1 

Q. Is Self-Realization possible without the help of a Guru? 

A. He alone can realize the Self without a Guru’s help in 
whose mind queries like, “Who am IT, ‘What is the 
world?’, 'Where was I before, and where shall I go?’ and 
Where is Peace?’ arise from his very birth and the 

thought of the futility and transitoriness of the world 

clearly manifests and awakens keen dispassion and leads 
him to self-enquiry. Such men are very rare. 

But the man who does not find peace in the samsar and 

is unable to pursue the enquiry of the Self, cannot proceed 

in the path of self-enquiry on account of his innate habits of 

desires and cravings though he may truly hanker after the 

Truth to some extent. .If such an aspirant goes to a Guru 

with this thirst for Truth, it gradually increases under the 

Guru’s repeated instructions. The Guru shows him the 

Path to Self-realization after first making him understand the 

rut“j 80 that he will then be able t:o grasp His instructions 

realize the Self by following the path shown to him. 

JVlen^f1*1 a worthy Guru and a worthy disciple are required, 

by ^ flrst c*ass calibre alone can realize the Self in one life 

them Guru’s instructions on Truth and following 

a°t gras "uSh the disciple of intermediate capabilities can- 

1 C rea^ significance of the instructions fully, he 
proceeds along the path. But a disciple of inferior 
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merit can neither grasp nor follow rlu* path nr Truth in spite 

of repealed instructions. 
Q. What is the nature of a siulhaka; 
A. A sadhakas nature is calm, quiet and gentle, and his 

mind always turns towards Divine objects. 
His mouth is speechless and his eyes look tearful 
Full of feeling he tends to fall down when walking. 
As lono as a sadliaka does not realize the Self he cannot 

turn his attention in any other direction nor can he join in 
fun or merriment. His mind always runs on Self-realization 

(uniformly) like the flow of oil (from a pot). When anyone 
is very eager to get an object he cannot bring a smile to his 
face till the object is obtained, and forgetful of every other 
thing, he remains absorbed in that thought alone. Similarly 
a sadhaka cannot find peace in anything till he realizes the 
Self and he is unable to take an interest in any other work. 

If it is seen that a .sadhaka is enjoying fun, amusement, 
laughter or jokes, or is deeply engaged in any other work, 

then it is to be understood that the thirst for realizing the 
Self has not truly awakened in him and he has not got true 

eagerness for Self-realisation. The more this thirst is 

kindled the more will he give up his inclinations to pleasures 

from sense-objects and the more will he retire from worldly 

activities. 

Some come to saints and say that they are very eager to 
be liberated but that their mind does not turn in that direc¬ 

tion. Those who say this do not understand at all the true 
import of liberation. They do not realize that liberation « 

the ultimate good which, according to their impression, 

in the enjoyment of desirable objects. A man’s mind 

itself tends to follow that direction which lie knows to 

go • As he regards fame, honour and wealth to bo SolH 

hi; mind turns in that direction. Those who say, "I 

i yM, tlmiS *3aclc”. really do not want at all- 1 

Sun 2 the Wish- Wish and >™d are not sepa<„, 
“• A stronS (good) desire, by virtue of its siu 
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A 

automatically obliterates the life-W habits , , - ««:: rr s 
the moon and the lotus blooms with the , , 

”0 r'“1- Ai “h”-, h»™hh» i„.tz™ 
the moon or sun has risen, so without the desire for Truth 

the knowledge of the Self cannot bloom. As the thirst of a 

lark is not quenched with any other water except rain, so a 
,eeker after the Truth finds no peace and his mind is never 

engaged in any other work except meditation on the Self. 

Q. How is it that the great personages (Saints) are merciful 
to some but not so to others, and sometimes more mer¬ 
ciful to some and less to others? 

The Saints always remain unmoved; they do not displays 

kindness or cruelty to anyone. According to the results' 
of different people s karma, their kindness or cruelty gets 
expression. As the Sun remains in the same (impartial) 

state but the rays shine on various objects according to 
their differences of quality, but it does not willingly 
shower more or less rays, so the Saints look on all, every¬ 

where in the same way, and men get more or less mercy 

according to their karma. As the Sun’s rays do not fall 

at all on a covered place, so a Saint’s mercy never falls 

on one whose mind is fully covered by the ignorance of 
maya. 

Why is it that a man sometimes is deprived of a Saint’s 

mercy after once having obtained it? 

By virtue of good aspiration a man gets His mercy, but 

as a result of bad karma he loses it. 

If a Saint preserves his equanimity at all times why does 

Be look pleased with reverence and enraged with 
disrespect? 

He is never pleased or enraged with anybody, but always 
remains absorbed in the same Brahman hood. No one 

• Can cause Him to waver from this poise either by rever- 

ence or disrespect. He always remains unmoved and 

l 
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effortless. In the heart of one who reveres him, the holy 
state of the Saint's mind begins to blossom, but the dis¬ 
respectful man recedes far from it. Ii is this which is 
superficially regarded as pleasure and displeasure. As 
fire is extinguished if water is poured on it, but the same 
fire becomes fully ablaze if ghee is poured instead, so by 
devotion (to a Saint) glimpses of the holy state of Brah¬ 
man begin to manifest, whereas disrespect makes them 

disappear. 
0. If a person persecutes a Saint does He swerve from 

Brahmanhood? 
/. If be is persecuted lie is unmoved, remaining in his usual 

state, as he knows that he is not the body but the spot¬ 
less self-same Anna beyond it, which can be oppressed 
by none. Feet arc burnt when blazing fire is trodden 
on, but fire remains unaffected, so lie who persecutes a 
Saint himself suffers the consequence. 

Q. What is the state of death? 

//. When desire, hankerings, intellect, body-consciousness 
and all other activities and functions of the mind 

become so much attenuated that though they do not 
cease to exist they seem to do so—that, state is called 

death. Again, when these activities begin to express 

themselves, the state is called birth. This is not the 
full expression of the Self, it is only the expression ol 

the desiring and hankering mind in attenuation. Ac 

cording to the result of actions (Karina) of the presen 

birth the subsequent incarnation is shaped. According 

to kanna one may be born as a god (Devata) in heavei 

(Devaloka), or in the world as a man or even as a beas 
m tfle animal kingdom. 

iiva t,1C ln,nsitH)n fr°,n one state to another th< 

Sl,1Ie"”K is (known ;,M .1,,' ,«ng> 0 
man d Birth ^,th a„- illusions. M 

the agonies oTh’T the Sel1' he co",i,llles to suf 
8 ^ h and dea'h- A man gets drunk and ur*k 
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l [n?"enC(\ *l(l,lor *le fancies that he is living; in a 
riinp ! U ,‘in . P^easant place and so feels happy, at another 

suffers m.a,i!les *le llas fal^en 111,0 a dire hell and so 
others t ill ^ son)letirnes he considers himself short and at 

realizes ii-,t/|U 'Cn tlie ,n^l,ence of the liquor is gone he 

™ sht, “ ndther ,ieaveo nor hell, nor has he 

change has ^ ^ 1 ^ .ls what ,le always was—that no 
identity m ^>CCUUe.* Similarly, man has forgotten his own 

obie "and r 6 "u"^ <* the P°~-- of .sense- 
fa"C,eS lle ;s -""ring from pain sometimes at 

U other ,° * u de;1"’' S°melimes he happy and 
b rth de r m bUt in realit>’ hc is not experiencing 
bmh, death, happiness or misery—all these are his mental 

imagination and none of them has got existence in reality 

As man is always passing through the three states of 
wakefulness, dream and deep sleep, so also the two states 
ot contraction and expansion in the form of birth and death 

are 8°,n& on simultaneously. As long as a man is hound 
by the rnaya of ignorance he moves round and round in.the 
whirlpool of different states, sub-merged in the darkness of 

ignorance. When man s thirst for sense-objects is quenched, 
and enquiry for Truth commences, the clouds of maya drift 

away from the sky of -the heart and the sun of knowledge 

giadually shines forth. When he acquires knowledge in full 

only then will he get Peace by going beyond the states of 

wakefulness, dream, deep sleep, birth and death. He will 

then realize that there was never any change in his state- 
lie is what, he always was. .. 

Q- Is it possible to get salvation keeping the samsar intact? 

When real understanding develops no one can remain 
in sarnsar. If there is no desire, what is (he necessity 

to work for samsar? Those who say that (hey are in 

samsar but have no desire, really have desires. To say 
we aie in samsar distinterestedlv (nishkam)’ is hollow 

# talk. 
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I , sonie men who are known ’ 

mL*'both intelligence and education are iff***"* ° 

Spiritual knowledge is differed from 

Why is 
possess 
religion ? 

/leClge,;%o5roT^h^ThoSe’ who have worldly 
It does not necessat il> knowledge. Men who 
knowledge have also sp world is trUe, 

have attachment to sen5e-°bj““ ^ "e^h' honouv and 

Lf^rsptouarknowledge is deep-endowed with 

inward vision Whe.t that knowledge dawns it w we 1 
understood that wealth, honour etc., ate quite unteal. 

Another synonym for this knowledge is dtspasston. 
When parents are alive and debts (of gratitude and 

service) to them have not been discharged, can a man 

become a sannyasin? 
Many say, one lias to discharge the debts to one’s parents. 

But there must be parents in every birth and if one has 

to be in samar in order to discharge the debts due to 

them, how can one be liberated? So without troubling' 

about any debts one must proceed onwards on the path of 

liberation. And, judged from the correct standpoint, 

it will be evident that man is not indebted to parents 

at all—a seeker for liberation has no debt to discharge. 

Without looking in any other direction one should 

proceed on the way which will lead one to liberation. 

Is affection of worldly men genuine or not? 

The love of worldly men is like their love for the rohita 

flsh-„ When 11 big rohita fish escapes (from the hook) all 

*7. So when :l man proceeds on the path 
of liberation his relatives and own folk begin to lament. 

£2 fid™ the Standp°int of otbers—though it is g«d 

grTon? like * tibenitel' how will the samar 

felt in the mind^1 An0', llbemtio11 arises, no obstacle » 
■ these obstacles and impeding'11 
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;iiisc* in (lie mind of nicm ii ti-,,, 

on the way to liberation alone. WheTa manT*''11"* 
an invalid for life or .lies does no , beeT* 

alright? If a trong desire for liberation is felt then 

ZT,™ the mind as to what til" nappen in his samsar. 

% 7'ln’ k S° aireSTe to concei,trate and meditate? 

tbrr h T / WayS °CCUPied wi,h «•* thought or 
other, but he does not feel tired because of this as it has 

hlbitTtT,1 riS mtUre- So when il man becomes 
habituated to religious thought he does not Teel tired. 

0. Whether our misery will ever come to an end and how? 
A. 1 here are antidotes to all diseases and remedies for all 

miseries. When a keen eagerness to get rid of the 
disease or misery overtakes the mind, one will then find 
out the means to do it. A strong urge is first, wanted. 

Q- What is the obstacle in the path of liberation? 

A' Sex ,n*pulse and fame are the principal obstacles. 
Q. If one s mind is inclined to earn money but in no other 

direction, why is it that the mind does not improve? 
A. Though apparently a man has only a desire for one kind 

of enjoyment, in reality he lias all kinds of desires (in a 

latent state). If one has a predilection to earn money. 
one must surely have sexual desires and love of fame as 

well. Money, sex-impulse and fame—all go together. 

These cannot be abandoned one by one. If one is really 

in earnest about giving them all up one has to try to 
relinquish them all at one time. 

Q- In order to obtain Liberation what necessity is there to 

give up attachments to relations and one's own people? 

It is nothing but an insignificant tie. 

Tike sex-impulse and fame, attachment towards father 
mother, brother and sister is also a bondage of a sense- 
° ject, and a very strong barrier in the path of liberation. 

n many cases maya (this attachment) causes more dis- 

Ur ance than sex-impulse or fame. If a Saint should 

4. 
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say to a man who desires to take to the religious life, 

"Come lei me destroy your sex-impulse,” he would be 

glad, but if he should say, “Let me destroy your may a 

(attachment to relations)’’ lie would become sad. from 

this it is evident that may as fascination is such that a 

man is unable to perceive how harmful and destructive 

it is even when leading a religious life. Unless sex- 

impulse, fame and may a are given up entirely there 

can be no religious life at all. 

Why do men find fault with seekers after Liberation? 

Those who are regarded as good from the standpoint 

of the material world are regarded as bad from the 

spiritual standpoint. What are esteemed as good qua¬ 

lities in this world are regarded as defects in the other. 

In this world those who have got more may a are 

praised, those who are much attached to their relatives 

and people are loved by all. But those who have more 

may a. more attachment. cannot easily cross over to the 

spiritual world. Men of the world regard those men 

as good who give name and fame a very high place 

and try to get them, but they alone can proceed along 

the path of Liberation who treat name and fame as 

trifles. 

U. What is the distinction between ego and ‘[-conscious¬ 

ness'? 

The distinction between the two is this: that wh 

ego predominates in the mind a man in his vanity cc 

stders himself superior to all others and desires proi 

nence in fame, honour and other things. The T cc 

set oust less is just the opposite—when it comes the mi 

me ts as it wete and ones own self becomes all-perv; 

ing and none has a separate existence. It is then f 

lhat I alone exist' and duality vanishes. 

tit !\ (<>es a man become weak in the mind? 

felt "hen he cannot give up expect*" 

(of the fulfilment of desires). If expectation can 
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expex, ( ,T? ;™' :.... I he |.l.ol.ia Urn 

When •, M' 'Kl"lal M"» '™ku<,, «' »>< nii.nl. 
free from ,Xp?cta"0" ,s K'vc" "I’, then mi ml become, 

man weak CSS' " “ «*,»*.«.!.. . render, a 

IS the leal "aLme <>• man? 

thatenv0u°" kn°” (y°Ur rcal "alllrc) you will realize 

become allPerra»ive—none limited. Vou have 
become 1,noted by illusion. v(m remain limited 

vou a 7 !°Tle' y,,ur5elvcs a* Md.. You believe 
you are the body, but in reality you are neither the 

y nor the: mind hut the infinite Aiwa. The bodv. 

the world, everything, these are all creations of your 

mind. You believe you are finite but will merge in an 

infinite being by means of sadhana—to begin with you 

have this idea—but in reality you are yourselves no other 

than the limitless Atma. 

(J. Cannot a man be liberated without having to don the 

orange-robe (gerua, i.e., being a sannyasin)? 

A. Religion pertains to the mind. A man can be liberated 

without donning the ochre robe—while a man though 

dressed in gerua may become had. The first requisite 

is a certain state of mind, external accessories are secon¬ 

dary. If the mind is good, gerua is of some outward 

help, but it also increases hypocrisy if the mind is had. 

He is really holy whose mind is pure, outward show is 

of no use. 

i). What is religion (dharma)? 

A. To try to be dispassionate by getting rid of the impurity 

of the mind is dharma. Liberation is beyond the limits 

of both religion and irreligion (dharma and adharma). 

Q- Is not retirement to the forest renunciation of the world 

(samsar)? 

A. Samsar exists in the mind. If attachment to samsar 

remains in a man’s mind even after retirement to the 

• forest, then for him samsar exists in the forest also, while 
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in absence of attachment a busy locality is as good as 

seclusion. .. . . 
0 Then what is the necessity of shunning certain localitiesr 

4 The other members of the family disturb those who want 

to carry on spiritual practices at home. They get an 

opportunity to remove their attachment to sense—objects 

by keeping themselves aloof from the disturbances and 

obstacles of the family and living in a lonely place. 

Gradually their attachment to sense—objects diminishes 

by the cultivation of good habits. Far from decreasing, 

attachment becomes more and more intensified by tem¬ 

poral activities, association with sense-objects, talking 

about and listening to discussion on worldly subjects. 

For this very reason after outward renunciation seclusion 

is necessary in order to cultivate renunciation in the 

heart. 

0. What is the duty of a householder? 

A. Without busying himself to seek out enjoyment and 

luxury for himself, his wife and children, a householder 

should look after the peace and happiness of the whole 

family and help the neighbours to the best of his ability; 

without giving loo much attention to wife and children 

he should help the needy and poor and feel happy and 

sorry with all. Far from doing any harm to others ii 

is the duty of a householder to see that the thought ol 

injuring others does not even find a [dace in his mind, 

and not to he jealous when others obtain peace and happi 

ness. A (jealous) man suffers from his own jealous' 

;md also causes others to suffer. Do not pay back malice 

nor harm any body in return for malice. A wrong" 

<‘oer reaps the fruit of his own action. Always try 

' fr°"> Pnde. Never think that sarrmr is ,e3 

cherf :b<X,C °f f>emialu‘nt peace. If you 
th,s ldea jealousy, spite and pride will gn>‘ 

t r ;:;ppe;;r ri* >*<«' ma„ oL^ 
m°re W,H the narrow limits of the darkness ol < 
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mind break open and so the mind will broaden more 

to usher in a glimpse of the true light. While in a 

faintly you should be respectful and reverential in your 

dealings wtth elders, and affectionate and loving towards 

those younger than yourself. Far from being tlisres- 

pectful to images of gods and goddesses, house-holders 

should show reverence to them. The more a man’s 

mind becomes endowed with magnanimity, and the 

more he possesses faith and reverence, the more will 

good accrue to him in the next birth. The more one 

is engrossed in the world devoid of the sense of religion, 

the more one sinks from dark to darker regions. As 

a big tree grows from a small seed, so from a little sense 

of faith and reverence a man may by dint of his efforts 

iealize the Self and be liberated. So also a tiny seed 

of sin may gradually grow until a man falls to the lowest 
depth, making him a dung worm. 

The householder should be kind to all, but the San- 

nyasins, who have renounced everything, should be neither 

kind nor cruel but indifferent, and thus work out their own • 

liberation. Without thinking this transitory samsar real, all c 

who lead a domestic life, should remain (in samsar)- as 

strangers, keeping ever in view the fact that there is a per¬ 

manent abode of peace, different from it. They should 

lollow their pursuits taking care of the comforts and dis¬ 

comforts of all; and those who want to attain the knowledge 

of the Self should ignore and renounce everything and pro¬ 

ceed in that way by which they can realise the Self. 

Q- What is vice and what virtue? 

It is vice to be subservient to the sex-impulse, anger, 

jealousy, malice, defamation and pride. Free from 

jealousy and spite, to do good to others and to make 

gifts and give charity without any expectation of return, 

and to sympathize with others in their weal and woe 

* without being puffed up—is virtue. 
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A seeker after liberation should shun both virtue and 

vice. "_5v"virc" 'man gradually lends to be bom in turn as 
tots, inserts, locusts, etc., whereas by performing virtuous 

acts he merits happiness and celestial abodes Enjoyment 

due to meritorious deeds is not permanent. When the fruits 

ate reaped he is once more plunged into the darkness of 

misery, liy shunning vice and courting virtue the mind ts 

purified. Those who proceed on the path of Self-enquiry 

forsaking both virtue and vice, alone can get knowledge of 

the Self and peace in exemption from the agonies of birth 

and death. 
0. By means of which religious practices ancl by worship¬ 

ping whom can a man save himself from all misery and 

pain and gain perfect peace.-' 

/. If through contemplation of the Supreme Brahman 

man can identify himself with Brahman he can free 

himself from all pain and obtain peace in the fullest 

measure. 

(K Keeping the san'isar in tact and leading a life of enjoy¬ 

ment, is it possible to make any spiritual advancement? 

A. Do you know what kind of religious attainment can 

be had by keeping the samsar and sense enjoyment 

in tact? (Let. me tell you), Just as when a diamond is 

covered with ashes its lustre is not seen at all, similarly 

by doing so nothing more is done than to cover the 

eternal, pure Param Atman with ashes in the form oi 

desires and cravings. Without giving up enjoyment and 

Uixury and following the path of renunciation there is 

no other means of getting out of the dark pit of Ignor 
f\ « ance. 

Q s not. a sin to take to renunciation forsaking "ii^ 
son and others? 

A rr1'"?' intoxicated with wine a man joined the 
omp ny of several other drunkards and began 

cation "TAfter » ^ d™ the fit of ^ 
" P^ed off. Then he returned to Ins natural state 
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•irul behaved in I.lie corren Fashion. I hr other drunk* 

•nds began to wail over the loss of their companion 

and the supply of wine. Tell me, in these circum- 

■st.iiices, should the man go on drinking and remain in 

[ C !)U °f folly, or should he return to his natural state? 
u< 1 of these is virtue and which vice? In the 

< ircu instances, as he ought to go on in his own way 

\ it lout paying any attention to his companions, so 

en one s intoxication from the wine of sense-objects 

m samsai wears off it is not at all wrong—rather is it 

° 01 one to UP everything and proceed on one's 
own way. Virtue and vice, dharma and adharma can¬ 

not produce any effect on a seeker after liberation. As 

happiness and sorrow in a dream cannot affect the 

dreamer when he awakes, so the wailings of the family 

to preserve the continuity of the (existing) happiness, 

erived from enjoyment and luxury, cannot cause any 

obstruction to the advancement of a man on his way 
to Self-realization. 

A man caught in the meshes of attachment to wife, son 

and other relatives (maya) can never get peace and con¬ 

tentment, rather is he always scorched by the fire of desires 

On the other hand, a person who has'detached his mind 

not only from wife and children but from the whole universe, 

seeks no company or support but merges in Param Atma 

and ever shines in spotless splendour. There is no other 

Way t0 attain this but to give up all imagination in 

gross, subtle or causal form. The person who has known 

f at Param Atma alone is Truth and that all else is unreal 

^annot be affected by the good and bad results of happiness 

th S01T0W of wife, son or any other relations, who are but 

e creations of his imagination. As a person, who dreams 

afra'dVUf?- c.omm^tted a theft, when he awakes is no longer 

ls unr°i^a^ because lie knows that the theft of the dream 

S°.one wbo wakes from his unreal imagination 

0 distressed by the virtue and vice arising out 
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of the weal and woe of other*. wliiili is due )n own 

Karma. Wile, son. brother, relations, l<»<■ .md friends, and 

whatever is visible in I lie gross vision have no iral existence, 

being cove red by ignorance through sell forgetfulness man 

has ereated ibis nel ol imagination and bound by ii is snlfei 

mg from die eyries of birllis and deaths. When diserimina- 

lion awakes in him, I his shadow of ignorance is east oil and 

die rays ol die light ol Truth begin lo fall on him. 'Hie 

more this Truth of die Self dawns on him die more are 

die nets of imagination torn and dispelled. And for this 

reason he has neither sin nor merit. What is false. Heeling 

and perishable must be doomed and so one can never really 

be swayed by either virtue or vice. 

(). Mow can both Dualism and Monism be line? 

• /• As long as man is in it the dream seems real. When 

he wakes up what he dreamt seems unreal. As long as 

a man is of a dualistic outlook be regards Dualism as 

true, but when the real nature of his own Self Hashes 

forth the dualistir outlook is destroyed. As long as 

darkness reigns darkness is regarded as real, bul with 

the advent of light darkness vanishes. I’aram brahman 

alone is eternal, true, formless, changeless, beyond 

qualities and dependent on none. The dualistir con¬ 

ception consists of qualities and so cannot be real. 

Param Brahman alone is immutable. The state of 

duality is mutable and imaginary, so it cannot be abso- 

lutely true, but it may be conditionally true 

- How real celibacy be observed? 

older to be a teal celibate one has to deaden one’s 

tiie” ' "i t° 011es eyes’ st'N one’s voice and render 

ti e e7 7" the l>uk"io" of thought. I.et not 

filthv sol " i ta'e mlk 0r discussions o„ 

..... 
eye lustfully „„ anv ' tln '>ot cas, your 
the beautv ^ 'von,JM nor hold conversation on 

y J"fl :l<<omplis|,|„f„ts of ally woman or anv 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS Gq 

O 

A. 

<)il»c r sov topic; even in imagination do not I(*i die idea 

,)(>ai,ty ar,sc in the mind. One who can con- 
n<t 11niseif in this way alone can be a true celibate. 

vjMUiian and 11011-vegetarian food which is best 
•suited to an aspirant? 

man possessed of satvic qualities is by nature inclined 

o .sa me vegetarian diet. One who wants to possess 

qua 1 ties should take vegetarian diet because 

raJ(,sl(' tl,1(i lamasic food foster corresponding 

qualities in the person taking them. None of these three 

kinds of food can in the least affect one who is beyond 

the three qualities. Fhe evil effects of food and touch 

work on the mind of man in a subtle way. Until the 

mind of a man reaches the state beyond the qualities, 

the evil effects of food and contact are likely to work 

in 1 he mind. So purity of food is necessary. 
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V 

MAYA 

(>. What is Maya? What is its meaning? 

1. Maya means delusion. That is verily Maya which has 

no real existence but yet appears to exist. In this sense 

Maya means error or unreality. This is the correct 

interpretation. Maya is a mere super-imposition on 

Brahman, like bubbles on the sea, the shadow of a body 

and the mirage in a desert. There is no answer to such 

questions as ‘whence did Maya come?’ or ‘why did Maya 

come about?’ Just as a tipsy man sees a multitude of 

objects under the influence of wine, but sees none of 

these when the fit passes off, likewise the Jiva, on 

account of ignorance, becomes enchanted with hopes, 

and, being made restless, sees this mirage in the form 

°f the world. Along with Maya the feeling that it 

existed before also vanishes. So there is no answer to 

the question how it came about; still, Maya is seen, 

“ llluslon- In Maya—myriads of unreal things exist 

In Maya alone is the presence of happiness and 

misery felt. In reality neither exists. The Jiva is 

wandering in quest of happiness. The thirst for ex¬ 

pectation is never quenched. As the will-o-the-wisp seen 

“ ”’S fuCa?n°kbe CauSht- the eff°rt 0^7 proves futile: 

about ini S °£ Maya the «e wondering 

because W Rnd n° Pra“ 

had only when Maya ‘is no'mo”' * 
• Bet us understand o 

elaborately Each and C mystery of Maya still more 

fact every Jim * T ^ ^ * born from Brahman—-in 

Maya there exists the but owinS to the illusion ol 
fhis is Maya The 7; m^r*nS conception that he is a Jiva- 

stdl every remain0 fails a victim t0 death’ bllt 
mams effortless as if he would never 
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undemo diTno^ Ma? S ?°dy’ limbs and Parts of limbs always 

space, still there exist ^ thC body vansishes int0 
and that it is the f ^ concePtion that lht bodv is real 
Maya. SimihrlvT^",0/ haPPiness~Slich a notion is verily 

because that is M, ? ' world in a11 its varieties is Maya, 

(reality) and h the cr ™ ^ haS 110 existence in substance 
outcome rf “Vf the mi"d- This world is the 

has its existence in the *hatever.ls seen’ heard or enjoyed 

absence of the mind all °f ^ In the 
time of 1 , these bave no existence. At the 

IvTrhpl.^ P , eS£ d° n0t ex!st (for the deeper), so 
i ™L'l Mreal ^ Au Reties of objects Except 
Atma, which cause the belief that they exist, but do not 

continue to exist, are (creations of) Maya. The body is but 

an inert mass, so it cannot yield happiness to a man. The 

Atma, full of consciousness, alone is absolute peace. To 

think that the body gives happiness is Maya. Every sense- 

organ of a man s body is (inert) like bricks and stones, still 

man thinks they give happiness. In oblivion of one’s own 

identity with Atma, with mind turned outwards, to form 

such an idea because of inherited and innate habits (tenden¬ 

cies) is Maya. Not a single Jiva is body, but the embodi¬ 

ment of Being-Consciousness-Bliss, still to have such an 

erroneous idea as “I am the body” due to congenital tenden¬ 

cies is Maya. Whatever is imagined by the mind is Maya. 

What cannot give, but holds out the promise of happiness 

10 man is Maya. As the form reflected in a mirror, though 

n°t real, appears to be so, so the entire universe of five ele- 

ments, and the happiness derived from them, are not real and 

do not give real peace, nevertheless in the mind of the jiva 

0ver'P°wered by desires, they seem to be real and conducive 

^ happiness as the mirage to the thirsty deer in a desert;— 

CqIS 1s Maya. That pacified person alone can get peace, 

inp^Uer deatb and become Brahman who by dint of discri- 

atlon and reasoning can penetrate into the mystery of 
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M.ivn and an asunder (lie meshes of Maya by reali/hig the 

existence of I lie Aluutu as the sole ever-presem reality- 

In spile of the presence of the body and objects of enjoyment 

pertaining to it, as the possessor of the body is not aware 

of them while asleep, remains under the sway of sleep m die 

same way forget ing his own nature under the influence of the 

ignorance of Maya, it is Brahman himself who considers 

himself to be the possessor of the body, owing to delusive 

association with the body and feels the bondage though 

really not in bond. When consciousness dawns it is 

icalised that T am identical with Brahma, the (realion ol 

the world emanates from ‘me’, the world is my imagination, 

as the bubbles on the sea are not distinct from the sea. 

As everything, residence, house, men and trees appeal 

to be revolving and their forms seem distorted to a person 

who spins round and round in the courtyard of a house, so 

the Alma witnesses the world of live elements as a result of 

unsteadiness due to imagination. In reality it grows from 

Maya, is created by the mind and is the offspring of the 

delusion of the mind, rendered unsteady by cravings. When 

cravings disappear through means of insight caused hy 

discrimination the mind becomes steady and the Alma in 

its infinite vastness is realized. Then all illusions vanish 

and Atma alone in the form of Wisdom and Bliss persists. 

Alina is real—Its revolving and waving state in the form of 

of the world of five elements is distortion caused by Maya. 

I he material body is the creation of the mind. Alina alone 

shines to the inward sight when the mental and physical 

vision is abandoned. 

O. Who am I and wherefrom have I come and whereto 

shall I go? What is in the beginning, end or middle- 

W hat is the body and the mind? 

• ou arc neither the body nor the organs of the body, 

•heTf 'CSC arc incrt- You arc different from ;l1 

' “r you are the infinitely vast Ainu,, the abyv 1 
P Consciousness. In illusion ( consider thaO 
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you arc confined in the body, in illusion caused by 

ignorance and Maya you have entered the chamber of 

the body and wander about there, thinking that there 

is happiness in it; you have created the body by the 

modifications of your cravings and remain there (con¬ 

tent), with the idea that you are the jiva. But (in 

leality) different from the body, akin to the sky and 

brimful of consciousness you are the Alma, the only 

embodiment of Bliss. Just as a dog makes its mouth 

bleed by biting the dry bone of a cow and licks the blood 

thinking that the bone is very tasty, so arc you yourself 

in truth the only embodiment of Bliss, who, enjoying 

sense pleasures, like the dog ascribe it to the senses and 

theii objects, though, all the time you really derive them 

from your own self. Getting rid of this illusion and 

abiding in yourself alone you will realize that you are the 

Atma, the embodiment of Bliss. You are neither the 

body nor the mind, engaged in deriving pleasures from 

the senses, but you are yourself Brahman. 

You have not come from anywhere, nor will you go 

somewhere else. You are motionless and all-pervading but 

in illusion because of body-consciousness you experience 

coming and going. When the body-idea is got rid of you 

will remain in your own real nature. 

In the middle state alone do you consider yourself as a 

pva and witness the world of creation. The middle state is 

seen differentiated, though you have really neither begin- 

mng nor end, and so no middle. As you did not previously 

experience the existence of the world of material objects, 

n°i will it be in existence afterwards, so its existence at pre- 

ent is only an illusion. Why worry over an object which 

^either existed before nor will exist afterwards? What you 

yore ^e^ore' you are even now and will be later on as well— 

oftin^ embodiment of Brahman, beyond the limitation 
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Your body is only an inert mass, insentient matter, 

rreated bv the delusion of the mind. Owing to the vibrations 

of the mind some ideas take shape in a subtle form and they 

are then transformed into gross bodies. As a rope is taken 

for a snake because at the sight of it the snake is remembered, 

so, if some qualities arise in the mind, the material object is 

seen accordingly. The idea of a piece of wood is formed if 

length breadth, hardness and such other qualities are in the 

mind. Similarly when the qualities of the body occur to the 

mind and get condensed, they are seen as the body. Being 

deluded by Sexual and other pleasures of the body, the mind 

remembers the qualities of the body and the body assumes 

form, like the bubble on the water. It is the mind that has 

created the body. Mind is the unsteady state of Atma when 

engaged in external corporeal happiness. "When this hyp¬ 

notism of the body disappears and mind turns inward and 

thus becomes steady the Self is realized. You are the embodi¬ 

ment of that Atma. You are the Atma but in illusion con¬ 

sider yourself to be the mind, body, etc. This is mohamaya 

(the magic of maya). 

Q. What is Moha (delusion) and what is the sleep of 

delusion? 

A 

Q 

To feel the existence of what does not exist is maya. 

Moha or delusion is to be unaware of the truth of the 

Self due to oblivion brought about by the influence oi 

Maya. Not to understand that the world of the five 

elements, the body and the pleasures derived from it are 

nn creations of the mind, and to take them as real—* 

a e i aya. The illusory idea that unreal objects are 
red is Ca led Maya. Moha is tQ bfi attached t0 theffl 

delusi?0 Z mtensified' is termed the sleep o* 
uelusion (mohanindra). 

What is t ^ T* of I' becoming mind and bod)' 
What „ u to be awake? What if the nature of the 

‘ * 
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I You are neither the body nor the mind; you have no 
mind or body. In illusion you feel their existence. 
This has come about only because you identify vour- 
self with the body and mind. If you give up the idea 
not a trace of them will be left. You are the embodi- 

* ment of Brahman, Being-Wisdom-Bliss Absolute. You 
are the T feeling, full of bliss. The ego and the ‘my’ 
and ‘mine’ feeling have come into existence as forms 
of limited consciousness owing to the perversion of the 
“I” feeling; by perversion out of the essence of your 
Bliss have grown the sex impulse and other distortions. 
Thirsting for sexual pleasures, etc. and thinking your¬ 
self to be the body, by imposing a limit to yourself you 
are wandering about in illusion, forgetting your own Self 
(true nature), like a thirsty deer in a desert. By gain¬ 
ing discrimination and dispassion to be established in 
the belief that: you are the embodiment of Brahman, 
beyond all delusion, is termed ‘awakening’. 
When awakened the bodily cravings die out by (one s') 

immersion in the Bliss of the Self subsequent to the realiza¬ 
tion by religious practices that the Self is distinct from the 
body; and when by the continuous, undivided ‘1’ feeling the 
‘dea of separateness vanishes the ego disappears. 1 hereupon 

•°u shine by yourself as Absolute Bliss. 
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KNOWEEDCE. DEVOTION AND ACTION 

RECONCILED 

From lime immemorial ihe lwo words dharma and 

adharma have been in currem parlance. What do they 

mean? They convey ilie idea oF two slates of being, reality 

and unreality. 1 he idea of the stale of reality is called 

dharma and that of unreality adharma. That which is 

eternal and permanent is dharma and that which is transient 

and transitory is adharma. Everybody at heart hankers in 

greater or lesser degree after that bliss which is everlasting, 

and whatever lie does is to obtain happiness. But forgetting 

where that happiness resides, some are busy seeking fame, 

honour, wealth, etc., thinking that happiness lies there, where 

—as others are engaged in pilgrimages, making vows, gifts and 

rewards. The aim of all is to get the nectar of bliss, and 

the various activities of all arc directed towards the same 

everlasting truth. All are desirous of performing dharma, 

but forgetting the right path leading to it, they are wander¬ 

ing about in all directions. Not being able to ascertain by 

reasoning the true import of dharma and adharma, virtue and 

vice, peace and unrest, happiness and misery, men are wander 

ing about in various directions in search of happiness; caught 

up m illusion they witness so much misery in the world 

otherwise no such tiling as world would exist. What is ex 

peneneed as happiness and misery exists only in illusion 

!" 0 )llVK,n <>f his ownself mail has fallen into and stuck to 

happiness and misery and in order to find out the Self has 

whmiot W"18 difFelem I»th* in pursuit of different 
principles. 

afterwTiich'a ,"’ay a'^-Where is that happi** 

reality bliss can I 11 la,!^crS:' ,s he himself that bliss? hi 
external object 'he Self alone and not ;U1/ 

as so”n as the real IT** ai,d n%liserV being in one’s f * 
e ls realized everything comes vd1 
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on 

KNOWtEI)fil',, DEVOTION AM, A,;,,on kl,a,N(;„,KI) ? 

one’s S''.IS|>. Man '"'"W-’lf is the anbo<li,ncm of ,,|j ... 

obtain that Bliss so much ado and fuss arc being created 

the paths of Juaiia. Bhakti and Karma. Some people give 

prominence to Juana. some to Bhakti and still others to 

Karma. Men are busy merely reasoning over the superiority 

or inferiority of these. When real Knowledge dawns or real 

Devotion springs up there remains no scope for any discussion 

of the respective merits of Knowledge, Devotion and Action 

Want of comprehension as to what is meant by Jnarn m 

Bhnltli gives scope for difference of opinion. Juana. Bhakli 

an,I Karina have ihc same import—an al h ad ion. What is 

Bhakti? It is to cherish an attraction to One by reaching 

Whom all wants arc satisfied and perfect Bliss is obtained! 

Sonic call this attraction Bliakli and sonic fnana. but the 

same attraction is at the root of both. It is necessary to know 

first whom to love so as to be devoted. Only when yon know 

that there is One, will there be the inclination to be devoted 

to Him. This aspect of knowing is itself termed Juana. So 

you see when knowledge is wanting devotion cannot grow. 

What is the object of action? To seek to please this One; 

when it is known that there exists One who is the creator and 

administrator of the Universe then only will there he the 

willingness to please Him. In the absence of Knowledge, 

Devotion and Action cannot come into play. In childhood 

no one can revere his parents because knowledge is wanting, 

w,th age knowledge grows and then devotion follows. 

b is the same with Dharma. First it lias to be known 

that there is one First Cause of all: then only devotion to Him 

o °ws. The state of intensified devotion is called prana. 

e closer the One, realized as existing, conics, the more 

(l^tc,lsc becomes the love and this is called pinna. So. in- 

lberc is no scope left for quarrelling over fnana and 

hek ^ knowledge is to know an object. Surely He 's lo 

kflon°WU Lo "’bom devotion is to be shown. I he mote on< 

lead'5’ the §reater the knowledge. If one ponders over what 
s 0ne to feel devotion or to do work there remains no 
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4i, ii is on v because men never care 10 think ovei 
more dtfubi. liisoui) , . . Know 

, .. .. rhu there is so much controversy about Knots 
ihe.se matters that me n. ' n^velon 
, . .'v -inrl Work. How is it possible to develop 

XEtSAl»«"* -«*■ w“ fg£* 
knowledge devotion will grow and action wtll take hape. 

.So where is the room for dispute? As long as right der 
standing does not manifest such controversy will continue: 

once understood, knowledge and devotion will not be re¬ 

garded as either superior or inferior, then all will be seen as 

the same thing. They are the three stages of the same mental 

state, first knowledge, and then devotion and work. 

In the earlier stage of knowledge comes devotion and 

work; devotion may be called the first stage of knowledge 

and is in no way different from it.. You have come to know 

that God exists. He is the dispenser of your happiness and 

misery. No sooner do you know this than you want to show 

devotion to Him; unless you know, devotion does not grow. 

In proportion to your knowledge will devotion develop. At 

first man gets this much knowdedge, that, there is One God, 

who is the dispenser of happiness and misery; if we pray to 

Him our enjoyment and happiness will remain intact. Men 

become afraid to do wrong deeds when they learn that wrong 

deeds will bring punishments. When knowledge grows a little, 

men understand that there is God and that devotion should be 

tendered to Him. He alone can free us from vice and suffer¬ 

ing. When men reach this stage of knowledge they forego 

the pleasure derived from sense-objects and resort to devotion 

in order to escape from sin and affliction. Even then know- 

edge has not attained perfection. The nearer He comes, the 

more intense becomes the love of the devotee towards God- 

is IS prema. While in this state of prema a devotee expenen- 

tantlv rLmelanCh0ly and thrills- What is the cause? By co* 
ini, s lnS on the °ne Person a form becomes vtstble- 

the sort of image which one j ines while ^ 

ces 

s 

One 
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. When the mind becomes a little quieter it is then that 

[he form becomes visible and the devotee smiles; but when 

>n account of the unsteadiness of the mind the form is not 

seen the devotee cries in sorrow. When the idea deepens still 

more, the image appears closer still. Overwhelmed by feeling, 

the devotee cannot remain quiet; it is then that he geis 

thrills. These states of ecstasy, dejection and so on may 

come to the devotee even before he sees the mental image. 

When the devotee believes in the existence of God and deve¬ 

lops a very keen longing to get into communion with Him. 

even then he may experience these states. Gradually the idea 

gets condensed and then the thought—image becomes visible. 

One is the state of ecstasy, dejection, etc. due to intense long¬ 

ing and the other is due to the sight of the mental image: one 

is shallow while the other is deep. 

Gradually the state deepens more and more. By degrees, 

with the advancement of Knowledge these stages of seeing 

forms pass away. Then it is understood that nothing has 

separate existence—I see all these through illusion. Nothing 

exists as samsar, its so called existence is due to a superficial 

outlook only. When this outlook gives place to insight, it. 

becomes evident that maya’s play lias been going on, in which 

all such forms were visible—all these are my imagination, I 

am steeped in illusion. I am the Absolute Bliss, the Change¬ 

less. As long as I am experiencing Dualism I am in the land 

of illusion. Such truths are realized by degrees. 

The various stages as described here need not necessarily 

be the same for every devotee. Some become enlightened 

gradually and some all of a sudden. Those who get know- 

iedge of the Truth by degrees pass through the abo\e 

'nentioned stages. But such visions do not occur 10 those 

!vho at the very outset initiate such enquiries as the follow- 

ln§: Who am I? Where was I before and whence have 1 

^me? What is the world? Where is Bliss to be foundr 

ihey always meditate on*the Self. By constant meditation 

n the Self its real nature will shine forth in full glory. 
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aspects Of the 
Knowledge and devotion arc but clillcMcnt 

same sentiment. Devotion <-on.es ;,t - •<'<»'^ ^dually 
and llien by the pract.ee of devotton knmvte g S ^ 

reaches its culmination.. Dcvolion to C.otl g-”" - .,.ili(m 

(1„e is convinced of Mis existence. By continued 

on Him all illusions are shattered. never care 
Men look at the last stage of kn°wtedg . ^ 

to look at the beginning', so this d.spu.eovc ( (;jatj(ln 

superiority) of {"^5^ ^d-W -e 

S^mTlk without knowledge (of its utility)? You 

wil on.v be able to execute a work properly when the under¬ 

standing develops in you that it is necessary for you to sac- 

lice self-interest. Neither devotion no. action comes into 

play without a slight element of knowledge. Right compre¬ 

hension of the Truth followed by steady and continued work 

ar it leads to complete knowledge. One works so far as one 

is able to understand. No one can do anything without 

knowing what it is for. Knowledge, devotion and action, 

all supplement one another. In order to follow the path ol 

Truth all three are required. Knowledge is sure to be fol¬ 

lowed by devotion with action. As long as the stage of know¬ 

ledge lasts devotion and action will continue too. In the case 

of some this devotion with action manifests outwardly, while 

in the case of others it is felt within. This is tlie difference. 

Those who practise outward ceremonial, believe in a personal 

God and render devotion to Him by means of prayer, love 

and meditation. On the other hand those having devotion 

do not pray to God but they think and meditate <>" 

the Supreme Self. For them there is no ,.v,ern:.l work m 
( ;<hI 

ri > . —' »iiv.i v. i.i i iu i ai v..i i i 

thinkii»IS ?n^ °nr ^“"g—meditation. Some pray 10 

~ r.....Ut** 
ine only one * l>U.s<>,1‘l1 uicdilate on the Supreme ^ 

knowledge exten?^1^0’ °nc lin<*erstands as far as ('n 

.....?!■£ 1 -wil'. are superior to 
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practise ceremonial devotion. They |,,ve 

personal) God exists, only the Self exists lnd slorKl 'hat no 

;{ time will come to those who call the Self r ! >e realized. 

|oo will meditate on the Supreme Self So • | ’ Whe" thf7 

come to those who meditate on the Self whe *V' timc wil1 

meditate on any one, but will meditate oYY- wiU not 

.done. At this stage the illusion of the exisLY c°Wn Self 

else besides his own Self will disappear- he will' Y a"y ™le 

,|,at his own Self is all-embracing, nothin* I, ^ ''eahzc 

existence. Tlie further one advances the nfore n '* ,Separafe 
disillusioned. ’ one bec°mes 

Whatever is seen to exist is unreal, there is no „ 

bliss there, peace abides within one’s own Self- to ^ ,0r 

is called Knowledge. On the other hand there ^cet 

what is seen, there ,s God, peace can be found if we find Him 

this kind of comprehension is termed devotion. So it is now 

evident that no scope is left for controversy about (the com¬ 

parative superiority of) knowledge and devotion. He who 

earns that God exists will in course of time realize thai God 

has no separate existence-“The All is no other than I" 

Ihose who have not real knowledge, as also those who have 

not real devotion, alone dispute like this. There is no reason 

0 decry devotion. The more one's knowledge grows the 

•flore one understands the Truth. To comprehend by gra- 

ua steps is better than to he altogether without comprehen- 

*lon- What is there blameworthy in that? Similarly 

^evotees cannot blame those who have understood that God 

gCts no separate existence (apart from myself) and 1 am 

plac11®^ *n illusion created by myself. Blame only finds 

hean W^Cle nei^ier correct knowledge nor devotion fills the 

sc,en else are knowledge and devotion than the 

you ^ Ullt* ru^e(l stages of the same attitude? 1 he quieter 

fartherC°me nearer you find your own Self to be: and ilu* 
Uon remain from this, the deeper the dualistic concep- 

Wj, be enrooted. In#fact, people of a slightly unsteady 

mein cannot think that ‘1 and Brahman are one. 
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When they, in their turn, grow serene and see the Self at close 

,-r^rs then this illusion of theirs vanishes. 
qU Some like devotion, whereas others like knovrtec g< 

, . mCan? The self-same bliss of Brahman aim c 
What does this mcaiii' to which 
exists. Man cannot give up his taste to. 
* • -.ddicted he cannot conceive the possibility ol 

he is addicted, nredilection for the joys he knows. 

it::::: m* ^ - 
if ,Inne take to the path of Knowledge and their nnnd >. 

f; buTy with reasoning and enquiry until the dual,sue con¬ 

ception held by them finally disappears. These are real 

Zms. So also are they real Bhaktas who do not pay heed 

,o anything but God. think of Him alone and do not even 

cast a glance at the enjoyment of sense-objects. Those are 

not real Bhaktas who pray to God to keep their enjoyments 

intact: it is such people who argue about the merits of know- 

ledge and devotion. Perfect knowledge will soon dawn lor 

those who give up everything and meditate on God alone, not 

wanting anything else.. But salvation is not to be obtained 

quickly by those who pray to God for enjoyments; however, 

this state of theirs will not last. As they are far away from 

the Self they are unable to see anything but enjoyments. 

The closer one comes to the Self, the more one renounces. 

What is enjoyment? It is to like that state in which one 

already is. What is renunciation? It is not to like that state 

in which one already is. Some like enjoyments while other" 

like renunciation. The seeker of enjoyments considers tins 

samsar to be real, but from the point of view of the renounce'- 

'I is unreal. The renouncer is the Jnani. (Complete re¬ 

nunciation and Juana are the same). 

I he world seems to be real only if the Self seems to 1,1 

distant; as soon as the Self is felt to be near it is realized tb» 

"■ Only as long as the mind remains u< 
steady wtll duality appear. The steadier the mind the dee?' 
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the r 

and a Bhahf "ni,y* What is lhe difference between a Jnani 
duality a ^ne scc‘n8 unity is a Jnani, and one seeing 

•steadier one 1 ^ Fundamentally they are the same. The 

unsteady bclie^0"/65’ ^ more one re;dizes. Those who are 
of any sten thc vvorld is rcal- they cannot conceive 
depth of their ‘K Vance of this. Their belief is based on the 

steady believe th^Mhe0”’ rh°Se who have become slightly 
bestow banning 1 •'ft,/wwr is real, God exists and He will 

* He is prayed to. Men 

der's life and lookin/afte - ’°^ ° St,.1] leadinS a househol- 

b found wh . 15 ,eaChed il is Sieved that God cannot 

Voiced —be 
, a- ■ 0 1 and meditate on God and by 

constant meditation visualize materialized images. These, 

indeed, aie the real followers of the path of devotion. Those 

who become steadier still realize that the so-called world has 

no real existence, that man is entangled in his own illusion 

and Brahman alone is real. They always meditate on Brahman 

and become one with Brahman through constant meditation. 

These are called real Jnanis. Bhakti is nothing but a lower 

stage of Juana. The more one s knowledge extends, the 

deeper one’s conception becomes and one realizes accordingly. 

If men would only think a little there would be no room 

for controversy. “Who am I?” ‘Who is God?’ Such en¬ 

quiry removes all illusions. It is the tranquil mind alone 

that can carry on such enquiry, which overcomes all doubts; 

whereas for the unsteady, high thinking cannot occur, it is 

these people who busy themselves with arguments. 

What is the meaning of the Self being nearer or farther 

as mentioned above? When the mind becomes steady Self 

cornes near, but when it is unsteady Self remains at a distance. 

e more the mind becomes unsteady—the farther the Self 

^Cedes. Mind is merely a wave on the Self, it has no 

ex*stence- The Self is always near, but on account 

e sense of separateness it seems at a distance. 
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Bhakti is nothing but knowledge with limitations. ^he 

Self is an undivided whole without a second.. The all-per¬ 

vading Self exists everywhere. Those only who have a sense 

of separateness manage to see it as limited. Beyond t e 

sphere of mind Self is one whole. When the Self is dynamic, 

mind, intellect, ego and the feeling of ‘I-ness’ spring up. In 

the static state the Absolute Brahman alone shines. Desires 

and cravings come into existence simultaneously with the feel¬ 

ing of T-ness. Desires hold the mind in a state of unsteadi¬ 

ness, then man forgets the true nature of his own Self, and 

oblivious of his own blissful nature seeks pleasure outside. 

The ‘my’ and mine’, feeling binds the T to the body, mind 

and ego. The conception that ‘I am the body’ is formed in 

oblivion of the fact that T is not the body. As a step further 

arises the idea ‘I have got a mind and intellect. By degrees 

ihe illusory imaginations grow. First my mind and intellect, 

next my father, mother, brother, sister; next my hearth and 

home, my country and so on. At this stage instead of seek¬ 

ing for happiness within oneself one expects it from the mind, 

intellect and ego. Disappointed, one seeks it from others. 

Gradually the sense of ‘my’ and ‘mine’ deepens. From Unity 

diversity is thus brought into being. Then, oblivious of the 

true nature of his own Being, in a distorted state man begins 

to witness this (world of) diversity.. 

In reality the Self is indivisible by nature and apparent 

separateness is a distorted state. When unsteady this un¬ 

divided Unity appears as diversity. When it is once again 

steady then will Unity alone be realized. In order to reach 

t e state beyond the qualities from the limited state, one 

as necessarily to pass through the latter. With the help of 

bonds rV" 1aS ^0t t0 Set r*d of imagination. The 

beyond thonT ^ CUt asunder bY action itself. The state 

selves. One mUSt leacbed through thoughts then1 

formless state ^ hold of f°rms in order to reach the 

of action must acllvities which cut asunder the kn°tS 
. be regarded as temporal activities.. "0I 
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sacrifice, pilgrimage and vows, all these are performed 

fot the sake of having one’s desires fulfilled. Men perform 

them in expectation of still more material prosperity in the 

next life. Expectation itself is bondage. Impelled by expec- 

tat.on men perform temporal activities also. Man earns 

ame, onour, learning and wealth in expectation of pleasure 

rom wi e, son, relations and other folk. As happiness is in 

ones Self, one cannot get it even if one seeks for it in ten 

different directions. To withdraw the scattered mind from 

diverse directions to one point is the only real secret and right 

objective. What are temporal activities? They are to spread 

activities in ten (diverse) directions—to seek pleasure outside. 

As happiness abides in nothing external, man cannot get it 

by performing worldly actions. That which causes bondage 

cannot liberate. All these actions are one and all impelled 

by expectation. Then, which kind of action does lead one 

to salvation? First one has to perform virtuous deeds such as 

associating with saints, discussing truth and performing Japa 

and Tapas. In other words, one has to give up diversity and 

do such actions as are to be performed in order to reach unity. 

By worldly activities the mind has become scattered through 

all the points of the compass, it is brought to one point by 

performing righteous deeds over and over again. Without 

seeking, happiness from any one (else), to keep one end in view 

and in pursuance of that object to perform puja, japa, lapas, 

etc. is action for (the attainment of) Truth. What is the end 

t0 keep in view? At this juncture (i.e. while selecting means) 

ome believe in God and meditate on Him, whereas others 

itate on the Self with the belief that none but the Self 

hand ln<1 G°d haS n° seParate existence. Some, on the other 

shall’ ^ thC ViCW that 1 am the Self“T am in fusion and 
on the^solute Bhss, my true nature, by meditation 

viewar^f ^ey alwaYs meditate on the Self. Men of this 

ci°n> . . ew‘ The majority are followers of the path of devo- 

1 e the number of followers of the path^of knowledge 
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with an element of devotion mixed with it, are less. There 

are followers of every kind of view, but, of these, the three 

principal views current are: Advaita, Vishishtadvaita and 

Dvaita. (Monism, Qualified Monism and Dualism). Of these 

Advaita is the highest. 
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VII 

the six mystic centres 

(Of Concentration in the body) 

worl(f byhmenal01Je 18 thc Truth- What is evidenced as the 
deer" thr h -i ■*’ a creat'0n °f thought. .Just as a thirsty 
u; ’ Elusion, sees a mirage in a desert, so sentient 

g., c ecoycd by expectation, behold the mirage of the 

vv . m t eir own imagination. As soon as desires perish 

^ C ^aSination °f the mind ceases and consequently vanishes 

the illusion in the form of the world mirage. As in the deep 

dreamless sleep state activity of the mind is suspended and 

the woild no longer exists, so the world must be created by 

the mind itself, which is no other than waves (on the ocean) 

of Atman. 

As soon as it becomes as it were slightly unsteady the 

Self passes into oblivion, and assumes the role of the mind. 

How and why the Self appears to be unsteady cannot be ex¬ 

pressed in words. With the help of analogies like a bubble 

on the sea and such, man can only form a vague notion about 

it. The Self being slightly perturbed the consciousness that 

‘I am like the sky’ takes form. Then one feels ‘I am the all- 

pervading Universal Form’. Thereupon come into being 

two limited states, namely T and ‘What my nature is’. At 

the sight of an earthen elephant the idea of an elephant occurs 

though it is in reality nothing but earth. Similarly in the 

state of Self-awareness ‘I alone exist by myself’, there appears 

ll* consciousness of T and 'I am’, whence proceeds the con¬ 

ation of duality. The very consciousness of mine, t lat 

w'tness that 'I exist’ starts the limited state, fhus step 

steP unsteadiness alone causes illusory creation, owing 

Oration, commencing with the idea that I anU e 
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Form which alone exists', and from this rises such other ideas 

,1S 'mind', 'intellect' and 'ego'. By these alone the « ™ A 
created and the Jim having created the illusion of body 

senses, etc. with the help of the ego and desires becomes 

bv the meshes of cravings. Though the body, etc 
teal existence, on account of restlessness^ of the mind^ d.sutrb- 

. nee comes into existence propelled by desires, etc., and there 

bv body etc are created. This is how the magic show of 

the world becomes visible. In fact the body is unreal, bemg 

onlyan effect of imagination and this again is due to the wan, 

of equilibrium of the mind. Likewise the mind appears to 

exist because of restlessness alone. The mind .. no mom ban 

waves on the Self. The mind has no existence, the Self alone 

shines, all else is but the product of imagination. 
According to the difference in intensity, imagination ap¬ 

pears subtle or gross. The stronger the vibration of the 

mind the more vivid the imagination. If the mind vibrates 

mildly it assumes subtle forms and by degrees, as the vibra¬ 

tions become intense, it assumes gross forms. Subtle imagi¬ 

nation itself gradually assumed gross forms. The difference 

between sutble and gross lies only in degree. 

The mind always indulges in subtle thoughts. The 

more these imaginary ideas are repeated, the grosser they be¬ 

come. This body of five elements is but a gross manifestation 

of thought. In proportion to the unsteadiness of the mind 

thoughts increase or decrease. When the mind becomes mote 

unsteady thoughts increase in number and assume visible 

forms. Imagination, hopes, desires, etc., are all mere pra" 

jections of the same mind; according to the increase of 

projection of the mind material objects multiply. 

The mind modifications by mere solidification aSSUl?J 

gToss forms; it is in this way that one considers oneselft0 

t e body. Forthwith bodily actions, such as eating nnd deJj 

mg, and all forms of I-consciousness, such as my body. . 

house, my work and so on, become deep-rooted and thus A1 

Sl°n 15 COnfirmed' this state one cannot remember that ^ 
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^ough!“ “ the. Sdf. and through illusion or Maya 
‘!kc « " hirl-poo “8ii anSCLS thc mind, and the Jiva rotates 
thing ln rea]^ ■ hus though there is no existence of any- 

beeomes visible Th "Cy °f the mlnd the world mirage 
unceasingly h 'he curycnt of such mental fancies flows 

mind becomes bewitch^ u °pe COmes ilUo beinS alld the 
knows no respite As tZ by the maSic charm of hope, and 

with clouds, likewise the Self" ‘S n0t ,Visible in a skY overcast 
is shrouded with the fW shine so lonS as thc mind 
When false hopes are exter ^ C °uds of hoPes and desires. 
the real nature of the by the Power of knowledge 

t • U1<~ manifests itself 

is under ^Vswa^ot dSn^hl that the mind 
of the delusion. Le 

recognises it As soon as a man realizes that he is submerged 

m delusion, he desires to extricate himself and wakes up to 

consciousness. The Jivas caught up in the meshes of samsar 
go on spinning round and round in the whirl-pool of plea¬ 

sure and pain, and immersed in delusion, smart under the 

threefold misery of disease, death and grief. When the 

agony of sorrow is felt, then alone comes the attempt to over¬ 

come delusion. In the cycle of samsar sorrow succeeds sorrow 

and one feels there is no peace in the world. The man rea¬ 

lizes the hollowness of hopes and desires and endeavours to 

achieve eternal peace. Generally, senility, death, etc., alone 

are sufficient to convince a man of the emptiness of worldly 

desires and so bring him to his senses. Then dispassion 

grows in the mind of the Jiva; knowing that worldly enjoy- 

ment cannot yield peace, he feels repulsion for such gratifica- 

tions. With the advent of such repulsion man sets aside the 

CUrrent of desires from his mind by dint of spiritual prac 

!ices’ and is at pains to try for the attainment of eterna 

th Consequently the range of the pictures drawn by 

e imagination gradually dwindles and the mm ec 

*P by step. The more the mind becomes quiet the 
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.,n,i ,h« iCss becomes the inequilibrium of t e 

htr Tni *i changes gradually lilh ,he calm-s 
ml Tn accordance with the degrees o£ mental 
of the mu • through many states, and in the end 

is reached. According to 

t H-tr rente of mental quietude imagination or mental 
the difference of menta‘ 4 its increase the m,nd 

inequilibrium van • decrease the mind soars upwards. 

g0etrd™g m the different degrees of mental quietude 

. ‘“ States undergo definite changes corresponding to 

Sich he Yogins have imagined certain different centres in 

tt y and they also notice which kind o mental slate 

appertains to each Thus according to the difference of he 

mental plane the "six centres ’ have been imagined within the 

body corresponding to their respective subtle attitudes of 

mind These six centres are nothing more than modifica¬ 

tions of the mental state. The six cent,ess are mere imagi¬ 

nation; in fact they have no existence When the mind 

abandons the outward play of Nescience (Maya) and gradually 

goes upwards, the inward play of Maya which is then noticed 

along with the changes of mental state, has been teinied the 

“six centres.” 
Between the anus and the root of the sex organ is 

“Muladhara”, between Muladhara and the navel is “Swa- 

dhisthana”, above Swadhisthana at the navel is '‘Manipur 

between Manipur and the neck, in the region of the heart, 

is “Anahata”, in the neck is "Vishuddha", between the eye¬ 

brows is “Ajna" and inside the head “Sahasrara” has been 

conceived. 

The mind of ordinary beings having been engaged t'1 

eating, sleeping and such other pursuits, sinks into Maya 01J 

the darkness of ignorance and becomes addicted to abnoim 

enjoyments. The mind of such creatures is very llluC j 

attached to sense-gratification. Owing to attachment 

sense enjoyments the mind becomes abnormal; in such c0 

dition the mental fancies speed on swiftly; and because t 
a 
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ams abou in the domain of Maya, busy with objects 

i desire, it fails to comprehend Truth. The mind of such 

brings generally moves about all the time in the lower pan 

of the body m the region between the anus and the sex 

organ. In such state of mind it may be said to be abiding 

in Muladhara. The extremely sensual and depraved mind 

loiters in Muladhara. As long as the mind is in this portion 

of the body it is very restless, it cannot conceive of the Truth 
and remains submerged in imaginary enjoyments. 

At this stage man becomes intoxicated with cravings for 

sense—objects and wallows in the mire of sensuality and be¬ 

comes devoid of reason and discrimination. The shadowy 

images of the world appear to the mind as realities and it has 

not the power to give up fancies and meditate on matters 

related to Truth. The will power remains with a down¬ 

ward tendency and the Jiva cannot soar upwards. Because 

this will-power, which the yogis call Kundalini, lies asleep, 

the mind is not endowed with the power to conceive the 

Truth. Just as in deep (dreamless) sleep the existence of the 

world is not felt, similarly in spite of the One Infinite Power 

permeating all, because the mind is steeped in the darkness 

of ignorance, Kundalini remains asleep, and consequently 

the conception of matters beyond the sphere of the world 

cannot arise in the mind. 
When the mind catches a slight glimpse of Truth the 

person will listen to discussions on discrimination and dis- 

passion at the same time remaining steeped in the enjoy men 

of sense-gratification; such is the state when the min ^ - 
to Swadhishthana. On reaching this centre the mind 

rr»mps comparatively composed, and the mincl ta . ' 

| ZSS »•"J.-rays: 
I Now the mind, though unable to give 

vearns to listen to still higher topics A ^ ^ of 

L the place where the mind becomes a little cal the 
L swadhishthana. Discriminative knowledge ■T dually 
HL. . i -„ r,o z* voorlwic tYwc mntrp. riaviiig & td as soon as it reaches this centre 
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attained a calmer stale here the mind proceeds in an upwards 

direction towards Manipur. But in the case of the mind 

again becoming restless and attached to sense-objects at this 

point, it has to come down again to Muladhara. While the 

mind dwells in Muladhara the world alone seems to be the 

only reality. Man cannot conceive or believe that anything 

else besides the world exists. He believes that worldly plea¬ 

sures alone arc real. That the world is the outcome of 

imagination and therefore impermanent; this knowledge 

does not dawn up on him. But when the mind reaches Swa- 
dhishthana man attains discrimination to a certain extent. 

Though he believes the world to be real, he believes more¬ 

over that there is a Creator who is the root-cause of the world 

and faith in God grows in him. Then discrimination between 

right and wrong comes into being and man can see into the 

difference between good and bad desires. He now even feels 

a feeble inclination to give up desires. Even if the mind is 

still engrossed in enjoyments man discriminates between 

light and wrong. Such is the state of mind in Swadhish- 

thana. The mind of ordinary beings plies between these two 

centres. 

When the state of the mind is a bit calmer than that of 

Swadhishthana the mind dwells in Manipur. In the physi¬ 

cal body the navel is the seat of Manipur. The mind having 

reached here, bright effulgence is felt within. This is known 

as mental vision of light and so forth. If the mind continues 

here it gets separated from the world and the desires for 

worldly objects are wiped out. Now the mind becomes 

detached from things mundane. Even then the world »s 

visible but it looks as if it were reflected in a mirror; it docs I 

not appear to be permanent. Then the mind of the aspirant ■ 
longs to keep aloof from the world. Anything pertaining t0 

this world does not appear to be good. The mind bankers 

after listening to and discussing good topics and talking aboU‘ 

he ultimate reality. Notv the mmd discards the taste S* 

the material world and begins to dive into the bliss of •** 
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^rlWorif^duMheHUPOn 'he fandefl 0bjCC,S 0f thc ««*r- 
dcsses shine lnH1 PpCai' and ima8e* of gods and god- 

'Vhichever form tu ^ the inner chamber of the mind. 

0,1 the Self that arPinint contemPlates while meditating 1 
of devotional tem ^ torm becomes visible to him; a seeker 
while the folWerP7Tent Vlsualizes tbe deity he worships; 

his own Self. Thp° . . path of knowledge gets a vision of 

imagination seen sun T‘°n are not like the P^turcs of the 

quite distinctly vivid T) °rdinary life- the forms are 
forms enjoys a feel in ^ mind absorbed in such effulgent 

thoughts turn inwards ° Th^ mt^nse bliss- At this stage 
thoughts and spend h« t' C.mi.nd wants to sllun material 

the Manipur cemre such an At 
fested Dlav of Mn • ‘ 1 imaginary and inwardly mani- 

iP tl yauCTrHere each individual can see exactl) the torm which he longs to see. 

The forms which are thus visible do not appear like 

external scenes, they are realized within. All these are but 

the play of the imagination, so, different seekers realize these 

states differently. The Jnani aspirant feels very little of 

these. Here again according to the decrease or increase of 

mental vibrations variations occur in the visions of divine 

forms. The aspirant, who is captivated by the charms of 

this state, notices visions of forms, etc., in plenty, whereas he 

who has been convinced of the imaginary nature of these 

visions, in order to go beyond them directs the mind upwards 

through proper discrimination and does not pay heed to them. 

When the mind reaches this level the aspirant, who 

having had a vision of the deity he worships, takes that itself 

to be the real state of God-realization, becomes submerged 

in these enjoyments and achieves thaumaturgic powers of 

Various kinds. Those who are lacking in their keenness ol 

rfas°ning powers, when their mind rises to this level, amuse 

themselves and become absorbed by these thaumaturgic 

Potvers and become taken up by all sorts of cuiiositie 

n,shed by the mind. Now fancies related to the outer woul 
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simply yield place to those of the inner world. 
of keenly rational temperament is able to see 11 to 

fanciful nature, so through discrimination he rends 

pieces. As the mind gradually soars higher it attal 

calmer states. While dwelling in the Manipur cen 

mind likes to abide in the bliss of imagination all the 1 me 

and no sooner does it begin to contemplate than the \ ision 

of the same effulgent one appears. 
The mind having steadily attained a state of still gieater 

calmness gets a lift to the Anahata lotus. That is to say, 

being certain by reasoning of the imaginary nature even of 

this stage, to overcome it and gradually attain the state of a 

higher degree of mental tranquility is termed Anahata. When 

the mind arrives at this point the resplendent form which 

was visible while in Manipur, (be it the form of his own Self 

or that of his favourite deity) multiplies in number and is 

visualized all around. The belief that the world is real and 

lasting ceases to exist and the mind is absorbed in inner joy. 

The manifold forms beheld in Anahata may be called 

"vision of universal form". On reaching this point, if the 

mind abides, for sometime in the same state, a sort of hide- 

and-seek is played and this is what is said to be the “sport 

of love.” 

When here, at one time the mind occasionally has the 

resplendent vision of the universal form but loses it hereafter. 

Then the mind pines for it; as the mind goes on longing for 

it, it appears again. The mind having ascended the Anahata 

plane, the form of one's own Self is seen within all the cons- 

cousness that all objects on earth are not separate from Brah- 
man, is realized. 

tn m«ht!tiol!"'"Tfdthcb nth * 1S felt while ^ 
One’s interior • verse were visible within oneself- 

Universe alone 10 llke a footba11 in "hich th<? 
in subtle bodies ir ^ ^ SUcb t“Tles movements of beings 

. (C°ming a»d going) can be discerned and 
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ha 
% 

Here si mil a* l<nio,c P*accs can he precisely known at wi 

these are also l^,la”rclinary l,owers can he achieved, hi 

will. 
7 powers can he achieved, hul 

aspirant remain''" °*!sf>rin8 °f the illusion of Maya. A wise 

are witnessed on! ? ,i,,differc,u lo these. Hul all of these 

The mind hi P 1 l°SC W,1° stnvc ,() attain them, 
up higher and °^e,conie aU such abnormalilies goes 

peace as soon as it re-* l ^ c^e^rceS- *' enjoys considerable 

exists nothing as ob'e^ ^ls,luddha- At this slagc there 

within the abyss of lim^o 1°>I)C see" a,K* al a great height 
exist by myself. Thr css c,nP«y space, it is only felt that I 

of poise, a feeling begins"to HrT5 a!laine(I a fur,hcr state 

and that my will has been direct'd .?- ‘ ’ ,am thc universe 
mav be termer! ihid • r/ lt# kuch 11 sta,c of mind 
may be termed abidance m Vishuddha centre. 

htcacily the mind acquires a state of still greater calm¬ 
ness and proceeds towards Ajna centre. In order to go from 

one centre to another, the mind must be extremely earnest 

Immediately after the Vishuddha is crossed, there is no more 

death; there remains no body consciousness now and there¬ 

fore no death. When the mind rests in Ajna, no such thing 

as the world exists. Conceptions such as thc world etc. dis¬ 

appear. Thereupon such knowledge manifests itself as “I 

alone exist”, as if 1 alone occupy the whole world, as if I 

shine as the gigantic universal form. But even such a state 
• 911 

is illusory. 

While the mind is in Ajna, though T have no form, thc 

consciousness that I am “virat” (vast without measure) per¬ 

sists. That “I am conscious of my all-pervading vaslness”, 

s°much sense of duality lingers still. The samsar orginates 

^0IT1 a consciousness of duality of the subtlest type; again 

trough a gradual process of disillusionment when this stage 

!S reached, man becomes liberated and finally attains the 

!,^less “Nirvikalpa" state, (which is entirely free from the 

vibration of thohsht waves)- This is indeed w 
y lhe name of Sahasrara. . 
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ur • 

M ST-* 
inglo the trend of the seekers' mind. Those who^ea'lv 
illumined, realize simply “Brahma alone is real and the 

world is unreal.” 
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^ ranslaticm of i 
Jiary as read out to Mother'*XiX?Ct* °f Mother’s sayings from my 
These are Eternal Truth ^ aPproved bY Her is recorded here, 
realised Mother. S ^ com'nS from the mouth of the Self- 

2. 20-1-20_Vi\ “Tn a^'0,d: Will-power should be awakened.” 

patience are nece^rylength of mind and 
of mind i* ™ y' A man can be a hero if the strength 

weakest n SOmetim“ strength of mind or 

goes on in life",11 pled°minates and this «™ggle in mind 

(ii) "Do the work that lies before you. Strength of mind 

arises from pursuing truth. One should be fearless and free 
from pride. 

3. 10-2-29—“In the greatest crisis in life, there is the seed of 

the greatest good. In difficulties, if one loses hope he also 

loses strength of mind. Whether one lives or dies he should 

fight the battle of life. One should cultivate the ‘I can, T 

will’ thought.” 

4- 5*4‘29—“One should not rake refuge in cowardice, weakness 

and narrow-mindedness. A man can be great by the power 

of the mind. By the power of mind one can see God and 

also be at one with the unseen Infinite Power. A man 

should work and give up work according to circumstances. 

Lord Shree Krishna advised Arjuna to work and to fight a 

battle according to his circumstances. Those who think that 

a person of renunciation should not mix with worldly people 

and advise them, should consult religious literature to find 

that those Who are Self-realised may come down m the 

ordinary level of men and do all wor s ant 

always on the side of truth and justtce^ Vou know *atj 

give up world consciousness and agam1 escen^ difficult 

human attributes and play with you a ^ „ot even 

to understand this condition of min • 

understand my own condition but I 10 lt' ak suffer 

5- 51-12-29.—(i) “Weakness is sin. U10!,c . ,ik Those who 

greatly. The minds of wrong-doers art- are not 

follow truth and justice have strong mH • 
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depressed by any event. They possess .he courage to 5land 
alone against I ho whole world." 

('«) “I" t,lc slatc after Self realisation, i.e. Praravdha, people 
cannot understand us. The condition of mind varies at 
different times. We talk to persons according to their con¬ 

dition of mind. Our thought is limitless. There is no 
attraction to anything and there is no body—consciousness. 

Like children We feel no delicacy. Sometimes We act like 

wholly worldly minded people." 

6. 26 12-29—‘‘The Self-realised persons can do everything. The 

mind has to be contracted and therefore They do not desire.” j 
7. 9-1 30—(i) “The delay in the fulfilment of desires is due 

to the conflict of desires and the time needed for preparation.’* 

(ii) “Self-confidence is necessary in every work." 

(iii) “There may be conflict of desires, i.e. one may desire 

one thing and expect another. But the desire must not j 

be given up.” 

^-fiv) “Doing good to others is the same as doing good to 

oneself.” 
(v) “Those who have attained Self-realisation do nothing with 

the object of doing good to others, They only have their 

desires fulfilled.” 

(vi) “In the degree a person remains unmoved and maintains 

equilibrium of mind, in that degree he gets mental peaceJ 

This depends on following the righteous path.” 

(vii) “One should not deceive himself.” 

8. 10-1-30—(i) “What We desire must happen though it may] 

take time.” 

(ii) “My mind was very firm before. Nothing could mo' 

it. I suppressed all worldly powers. But during this stat< 

after Self-realisation, i.e. Prarabdha, these powers are at wot 

and this would benefit others.” 

9. 13-1-30—“If a Self-realised person gives or says anything 

a person it must come true—it is called Transmission « 

Power. The words of a Self-realised person do not easjj 

come and when they do come they are as true as the 

(eternal truths). What are the Vedas? They arc only 

words of the Self-realised persons.” 

l0- Different dates of 1929-30—(i) “I speak to Suresh (P; 

nanda) and others, what is your fear? I am at yo»r 

0 your work depending on Me entirely. There are 
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\m XDIX XV 

Xv 111 1 l,,s 'voi Id ;iiiii)iio millions w ho on i)iis iminnr opnoi 

(!!)"/' °f ;| S‘ H »c:ilisctl (Mini.” 

Kc'-ili. lo ;| question ro«»;ii'flin*> iIk; stage of Hci 

" h ^,ol,10r sil,(l. “I-as! stage, i.r. Ximiluil f>/i 

l«»i,o s,;? 1,1,1 ,;ISI *(,n^ ;ls hfc Passc's away il ii lasts 

the n,:.. , l*,,s *«;•«« is readied and I'nvalxllut brings i i r<* 111111 ^ | | * ..*■>' dim / iiituini/ni iimiiva 

like °Ul1 *,m b'om dial highest' stage I move about 

(Hi) rin."’,',1; 11,0 ,ni"cl is like die sky.” 

name <,/ X| lllu‘sli()|i “We would understand ii il die 

o|' kealisuion p^MI ** menl'<>ncd who had die same stale 
Y| ^ | ^ 

kt'isli-ia Del)” ,MS'Ur was hike Buddha. Sankar and Ram 

freedom ^r'0 l,kC pi:ulisc rel'gi°n by losing my 
. . an>°ne tells Me dial he would give Me Sell 

realisation ,| j agree to lose My freedom, f do not wan. 
such Self-realisation.” 

• H-$-$o—‘‘God can hear everything except pride and jealousy.” 

8-7-00_‘‘All that is required of you is 10 serve your Guru 

The rules are all there. But where is the self-realised Guru 

to be found?” 

2-2 31—‘‘Prophecy—The Sanyasins of today arc like Brahmins. 

A sacred thread is the badge of a Brahmin and a red doth 

is the badge of a Sanyasi.” “T sav. considering the condition 

of Sanvasins you will sec that their condition will he like 

that of the Brahmins. Now adays the sign of a Sanyasi is 

his red cloth. They have full desires for enjoyment and they 

only lack a wife and a child. What 1 have said will come 

irue even after My passing away.” 
0-9-3Work (Karma) is everything. Work can overcome 

the effect of previous bad work, lint h nK,N lll^c l’h < 

(ii) “To depend on Mother is ;dsn work (Karma) ami i» 

think is also work (Karma)”. 

***,—“Those who have a strong <k'si,t' 10 l'tc';"sr ’!* 
should not rim after Sadluis. Inn should try m line < * 

w*y* themselves and (hen act.” ,.„nihin<*- 
(“) "One shotdd absolmelv surrender 10 Cod ant 

e*se.” in11 
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APPENDIX 
JwVI 

I sisccr in-law in (liis world? C*U 
, if he ha» .he desire I,.- K„™l.” 

lln “ ,f he; Z- certain that I have no. *ivcn na„„. 
,8. an-a .st- Know 1 ,lsked llleM1 wear rcd robes. 

any of our ** ■ ^ S(,f rt,llisallon without ,lle 
l<). 22-2-3 I »'■—JS V 

help of a Guru? ib, I, js extremely difficult/’ 

i^T^nrXansa. forge, His Know 

ledo-e even for a moment? . 
A-“No “I,” is never forgotten. That Person ,s ,n the : 

same state always whatever he does..rhaf ,s never for- 

gotten. That Pleasure and Bliss cannot be expressed in 

language.” 
(jji) "I do not believe (hat ii is impossible 10 do a thing J 

if one tries.” 
21. 28-2-31 Q—Is there any deaih 10 a person of Self-realisation? i 

A—“What is death to a Person who is above life and death?" ! 
“Death is contraction and life is expansion of mind.” 

22. 21-8-31—“The more sincere von will be the more you will J 
find me as your own.” 

23. 23-7-32—"Dhiren, I doubt if there is a true Sadhu amongl 
one hundred thousands of them. Don’t trust Sadhus easily.” 

24. 25-1-33—-(i) “It is the general belief that Sadhus continue to 
practise counting the beads of rosary even after Self-realisa¬ 

tion, as they think that having attained their goal by this j 

means it should be continued. But this is entirely wrong.! 
For, to a self-realised person all this is mere illusion. Howl 

can any one stick to a practice that has been realised to bel 

unreal? Likewise worldly people have this weakness and! 

diffidence that they do not like to give up ihe place of busi'l 

ness where their business flourished lest it brings misfortune! 

on them. Counting of beads and worship become superfluous* 

after Self-realisation. Those who continue the practice hav®l 

not attained Self-realisation at all.” 

(ii) We see the mind. None can deceive us.” , ^ 

25- 3-9-33—“Self-realised persons are not guided by tradin^M 
rules for teaching people. Th$y even cease to worship 

Whom would they worship after Self-realisation? JuSl jB 
persons who have passed the M.A. Examination and do ^ g 
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